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The segregation characteristics of a 
multicon1ponent fluidized bed of part
icles 
con1posed of coal and n1agnetit
e were investigated experin1enta
lly and 
theoretically.The n1ain objective of this study
 was to detern1ine the i1npact of 
operational para1neters on the perf
ormance of the coal cleaning proce
ss. and to 
detem1ine the 111ost favorable conditio
ns for high efficiency cleaning of coal. 
The coal cleaning expcrirnents were c
onducted with Rush ton coal using an
gular 
n1agnetitc as the ho~t n1aterial.A theo
retical n1odel developed previously wa
s used to 
estinw.te- the degree of segregation an
d the final coal component distributio
ns under 
various operational condilions.The 
outcon1e of earlier experiments per
forrned to 
detem1ine the relative displaccn1ent of
 angular particles was used with the t
heoretical 
n1odel to predict. the stratification o
f particles in the 111ulti-con1ponent 
coal and 
n1agnetit e systen1. Cleaning perform
ance was deterrn~ned f ron1 sulfur 
and ash 
d"istributions. sulfur and ash ren1o
val efficiencies. heating value :reco
very._ and 
generalized distribution curves.The th
eoretical model agreed with the res~lt
s fron1 the 
coal cleaning experin1ents; showing th
at the cleaning efficiency is a strong f
unction of 
operating conditions and bed configu
ration.The results· show that for high
 cleaning 
eITiciencies, lower bed depths n1ust be
 selected.Fluidizing gas velocities n1us
t also be 
selected carefully in a certain range.T
he concentration of the host n1aterial 
was found 
to affect the coal cleaning perform
ance.The smaller concentrations of
 magnetite 
resulted in improved the coal cleanin
g efficiencies in the case of deep beds
.However. 
cleaning efficiencies was not affected 
significantly by the magnetite concen
tration in 
the case of shallow beds.The cleaning
 performance generally improved with 
.tin1e. and 
efficient cleaning obta_ined with process
ing periods as short as 30 seconds in 
the cases 
of lower bed depths. 
1 
I. INT'ROI)UCfION 
Cleaning of coal is needed in a more lndustrlaliied world for sr\'cr,t! 
purposes.Among those are to make it bum environmentally safer. that is to kl'<'Jl 
poisonous emissions in a more acceptable limit: to keep carbon concentrat iori highn. 
that is to increase gross calorific value and decrease the wetght which must be halldkcl 
and moved. to decrease ash disposal expenses. and to obtain a more unifonn q11altt \' 
product.Since coal is a major source of energy and a primary fuel. unfavorable isSt1t'S in 
bun1ing of coal are getting to be more Important.Emission of harmful sulft1 r 
containing gases and ashes into the atmosphere is a major concen1 for many socidit"s 
living on earth.More slricl government regulations on emissions are of major concnll 
to industries w.hich utilize coal at high rates. 
The mineral impurities present in coal can be classified into two categorks 
consisting of those (hat form the ash and those that contribute to sulfur.From the 
standpoint of coal cleaning. each can be considered as impurities which are 
structurally a part of the coal (organic impurities) and impurities which are not 
structural [inorganic impurities). Sulfur is accepted as the most important single 
element which determines the utilization of coal as a clean fuel.Sulfur contents of coals 
may vary from 0.1 to 10 percent of weight.Pyritic sulfur (FeS2) is the mineral pyrite 
pre sent in the coal in the form of d iscrel e and sometimes mic rose op ic pa rt icle s. It is 
heavier than pure coal. The specific gravity of mineral pyrite is approximately 5.0 
whereas the coal itself has a specific gravity of approximately LS.Organic sulfur, whicl1 
ls an integral part of the coal matriX and chemically bonded to coal fom1s about 30 to 
70 percent of the total sulf ur.lt is agreed that the organic sulfur to total sulfur ratio is 
highest for low sulfur coals and decreases as the total sulfur content increases.The 
organic sulfllr cannot be removed from the coal unless a chemical treatment is 
applied.The concentration of organic sulfur determines the upper limit on the clecining 
2 
perfonnance by physical methods.The available methods for controlling sulfur ox id<' 
emissions from combustion can be. considered as follows: the use of nal urally fo1111d 
low sulfur coal. chemical and/or physical cleaning lo remove the sulfur. re111ov,d ol 
sulfur compounds during the combustlon process. removal of sulfur oxides from l h<' 
combustion Oue gas. conversion of coal to ano.ther form of cleaner cornb11stibk hv 
methods of gasification and/ or liquefaction.Among these met hods. removal of pyril lt 
sulfur by physical n1ethods is the lowest in cost. 
Pyrilic sulfur can be separated from the coal after crushing by 111ec ha I dc;i I 
cleaning.Cleaning perfom1ance is primarily a function of particle size and nature of 
the distribution of the ash and pyritic sulfur throughout the coal. A commonly used 
technique is a wet technique. It is a process in which the coal is slurried with water and 
then by means of one of the well-known methods. the higher density ash and pyrite ,11,· 
removed from the coal.The basic principle of operation Is that the specific gravity ul 
coals differs fron1 their impuritfes. so that there is a relationship between the velocit~; 
that the particles fall in water and their relative densities.Coal which has been clt'a11eII 
by a wel method must be dewatered prior to combustion or transportation.Among otlH'r 
disadvantages of wet cleaning techniques are its contribution to pollution. freezing ol 
coal durin~ ship1nent and storage and difficulty of flow when the coal is wet. 
Mechanical cleaning of coal from its impurities using air instead of water is also 
possible.PracUcal application of gas fluidized beds has been increasing for 
multicomponent solid treatn1ents such as coal and solid waste conversion processes 
where either good mixing or segregation must be maintained.In a Ouidizecl bed. 
particles of different size and/or density are moving relative to each other. and a 
dynamic equilibrium is set up between the competitive mechanisms of mLx..ing ancl 
segregation leading to a variation of solid composition over the height of the fluidizecl 
bedA fluidized bed Is a vertical column of particles where air through a distributor is 
used lo Ouidt\e the column of particles.Previous studies have shown that the particle 
3 
111otion is cau~ecl solely by the ln1bbles fonning in the brd.At low flow rc1lt's. 
tlw 
particles are packed and the air flmvs through tht' voids nati1rally pn·sent l)l'l\VtT11
 till· 
particlcs.lu this now regi111e. the particles arc stationary.At higher llow ratt·s
. U1t· 
particles are st~spcndcd in air.Further increasing the now rate results in a v·1o
lt·11t 
r11Lxing as in the boiling of \vater.At flow rates that the bed is transforrne.d fro111
 ~1 
packed to a suspended state. the 1luidization is referred to as minimum ffoidi:atinh.At 
above flow rates above n1inin1t1n1 Ouiclization. son1e of the gas flows through the be
d in 
the fon:n of bubbles or gas voids.As the bubbles n1ove upward through the becl. 
they 
cause agitation of the solids leading to a rnotion of the bed particles.The st;1t
t· (i! 
fluichzation in which bubbles first funn and that is above the rninin1un1 f1uicli1.c1tiq
n h 
referred to as mimimwrz buhhling. 
lt is known that in gas Hu idiza tion of n1 ulticon1 ponent solid n1ixt u res. pa rt ic lt'° 
segregation takes place in the vertical direction of the bed when there is a cer
tain 
differer1ce in size or density of particles.Denser and bigger particles tend to fall c
lown 
through the voids relative to the other when an overall n1otion of paricles 
~in· 
considered to take place under certain operating conditions,Then. the bed is referrt>c
l t(J 
as segregated.The extent of segregation can be easily detected by exarnining the vt.:r
t iG1l 
concentrations of one component of th.e mixture relative to the _others.A con1p
onent 
which terids to settle in the downward direction is calleq as jetsan1 whereas a 
component which tends to float is called noatsam.In case of the segregation proc
ess. 
both segregation and mixing occur sin1ultaneously and the segregation perfortnanc
e is 
determined as a result of these processes con1peting with each other.It is a r1
1ajur 
concern of this study to determine the most favorable conditions for a stron
gly 
segregating bed of particles of coal and magnetite.It Is known that the final distribu
tion 
of a bed of particles after fluidization can be a function of excess fluidizati.on. tha
l is 
the rate of fluidization. above the minimum fluidization, density ~nd size of 
lhe 
particles., the particle shape, the relative concentration of components and the 
bed 
height. 
4 
The extent of segregation detem1ines. the perfonnance of cl
eaning in the case of ;1 
bed con1posed of n1ullicon1ponent coal and magnetite.Th
e results on perfom1a11cc an· 
presented in tem1s of sulfur and ash distribution. sulf
ur and ash ren1oval. energy 
recovery and the generalized distribution curve. 
The objective .of this study is ·to to detem1ine the effect of operational paran
1eters 
such as the depth of the Duidized bed. the concentrat
ion of coal. the f1uidization 
velocities above the n1inin1un1 bubbling velocities. and t
he size of the host n1attri..d 
which is used with coal.Experin1ents were conducted prim
arily with Rushton co;_1l with 
the n1esh size -50- +80. and with -100 + 120 n1esh n1agnetite
.Coal is considered to consist 
of several con1ponents with the san1e srze but with differen
t physical properties such ;is 
sulfur, ash and energy content.Each con1pon
ent has also different 
concentrations.Those con1ponents with ·high sulfur and 
ash content are heavier and 
are known to segregate when the bed of particles is fluid
ized under carefully selected 
operating conditions.Theoretical results were obtained by
 a computer progran1 which 
was previous1y available for various operating conditio
ns, including the conditions 
used for the experin1ents.The con1puter progran1 is used t
o calculate the concentration 
of each coal component and n1agnetite in equally div
ided layers of the f1uidi..zecJ 
bed.Experimental and theoretical results of segregation 
behavior are presented for c1 
wide range of operational parameters. 
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II. l"ERMINOLOGY OF FLUIDIZED BEDS 
II. 1. States of Fluidization 
II. I .A. Minimt1m Fluidization 
The pressure drop will increase linearly upto a certain point with
 increasing 
velocity of the gas flowing.Then. it will remain constant indepen
dent of the flow 
velocity.The critical point of flow velocity after ·which the pressu
re drop no longer 
increases is called the nu·nimum fluidization velocity.At the minin1um fluidizati
on 
condition. the particles arc observed to have transformed from a packe
d state to a state 
at which they are suspended individually by the gas and are in the
 loos.est possible 
condition for n1oving freely (Fig.2.1). 
During "the process of fluidization. the bed ·is observ~d to expand and t
he particles 
relocate themselves to present as little resistance to the flow as possi
ble.After the point 
of rninin1un1 fluidization is passed. the bed continues to expand to al
low for additional 
space between the particles for the passage of the gas. 
The state of fluidization is reached when the drag force on the part
icles by the 
upward n1oving gas is equal to the weight of the particles.The drag for
ce is equal to the 
pressure across the be_d tin1es the area of the bed.The weight of the
 particles can be 
calculated by knowing the v0Iun1e of the bed, the spedfic weight of the
 particles and the 
_fraction of solids (or voids) in the bed.Then the pressure drop across the bed becomes, 
(2.1) 
Wen and Yu ( 1 J suggests the U$e of the following correlations, 
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(2.2) 
for sn1all particles this. beco111es. 
(2.J) 
and for large particles. 
Rep> 1000 (2A) 
When working with air at ambient pressure and ten1perature. the absolute viscosity 
tem1 can be included in the nun1erical constant.Since the fluid density is n1uch -srnaller 
·than the particle density. eqn. (2.3) becomes. 
(2.5) 
where C is experin1entally detem1ined.For powders in. a size range of 50-500 µ.n1. eqn. 
(2.5) can be written as. 
2 
Umf = 420pp dp 
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(2.6) 
where particle densi_ty is in kg/n13. particle size in m. and n1lni111un1 Ouidizatio11 
velocity in n1/s.Measuremcnts of mlnin1u~1 fluidizatlon velocities for different sizes ol 
Rushton coal and angular n1agnetite are given in AppendLx B. 
11. l .B. Minimum Bubbling 
Fluidized beds of very fine powders expand beyond the state of n1inin1t1111 
fluidization without any fonnatlon of bubbles. The highest superficial velocity for this 
state corresponds to the fonnation of the first bubble and the highest brct height.This 
state of the fluidization is called the minimum bubbling velocity. 
A correlation by Abrahamsen and Gelctart [2] in tem1s of th~ particle and llu 1cl 
properties is. 
d 0.06 p· Pr 
umb = 2.07exl)(0.716F) 0.347 
µf (2.7) 
The parameter F is the mass fraction of particles with sizes less than 45 nlicrons. In cl 
fluidized bed. bubbles are the particle-lean regions and are dispersed in a continuous 
phase of fluidized particles.The continuous phase is· termed the dense. particulate or 
emulsion phase.The risin_g voids are referred to. as bubbles if their dimensions are Jess 
than that of bed. or slugs if their dimensions are close to that of the bed.Measurements 
of minimun1 bubbling velocities for different sizes of Rushton coal and angular 
magnetite are given in Appendix B. 
II. l .C. Flow Through Fixed Beds 
A [L.Xed (packed) bed occurs the solids which form the bed always ren1ain touching 
each other.In this case, fluid flows through the spaces between the particles. but il is at 
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low rates that will not cause any disturbance to the particles.The pressure drop in a 
fLxed bed is given by the following equation as a function of the average flow vel9city. 
the fluid viscosity and density, voidage, particle sphericity and size. 
(2.8) 
The first tenn on the right represents the viscous losses and the second tem1 on the 
right represents the kinetic energy losses.The term g· is a correction factor ·to take 
con1pres·sibility into account.The pressure drop for a fLxed bed of non-unifom1 particles 
can be calculated by using surface-volume-n1ean-diameter (the dian1eter of the sphere 
having; the san1e external surface/volume ratio as the particle) instead of the partick 
di~n1eter. 
At low Reynolds numbers eqn.(2.8) reduces to, 
Rep< 20 (2.9) 
where Reynolds number is defined as, 
(2.10) 
At higher Reynolds nun1bers, only kinetic energy losses should be considered, 
then eqn.(2.8) reduces to: 
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Rep> 1000 (2. 1 1) 
IL 1.0. Void Fraction 
When particles either with regular or irregular shape are arbitrarily put together. 
there will be en1pty spaces r~ferred to as voids. left between the particles.The void fraction 
for a pack of solids is defined as the volume of voids to the total volurne of voids and 
particles. and can be written as: 
E = ___ V_v.;_::o~id~s==----
V particles+ V voids (2.L2) 
Typically. the values of void fraction in static bulk materials vary between 0.26 to 
0.48.The value of void fraction is higher if the particles are extremely irregular in 
shape (sphericity is lower). and the size distribution in a bed of particles is in a narrow 
range. 
11.2. Characteristics of Particles 
11.2.A. Particle Size 
There are many methods used for defining the size of particles.Some of the more 
common ai:-e: 
(i) Sieve Size 
The width of the smallest square opening through which particles will pass 
(ii)Volume Diameter 
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The diar11etcr or a sphere ha\"ing the sarne vulur11e as the particle 
( i i i ) S 11 rf ace Iv o l 11 1 1 u..: I ) t d r 11 t.: t cr 
111e dian1eter of a sphere h,wing the san1e exten1a·1 surfacc/volurne ratio as tht' 
particle. 
(iv) Surf s:i.ce O ia111e t er 
The dian1eter of a sphere having the- san1e surface area as the particle.Standard 
sizr screen sets are used to cktcn11ine the sieve sizc.Ainong the sets of standard size sic\·es 
'''1)-fcr'' is th~ n1ost c0111n1on ly u sect (Append Lx A) .Screen analysis a pproxin1at es vol um<' 
du1metcrfor irregular particles.For particles which are highly irregular. it overestin1ates 
the volun1c dian1etrr.For reguLlr. non-spherical particles it undercstin1ates (!lakes. 
cl isks) .or overestin 1a t cs (rods. s_livcrs) the vol un1e dian1eter. 
11.2.B. Particle Shape 
The particles in a bulk solid 111a_y be irregular in shape.The characteristic shape 
of the particles which fonn a brd has been shown to have c;in eiTect on the packi"ng and 
flow behavior in the bed.A cornn1only used defin{tion. the sphericity. indicates how 
rnuch the particle shape deviates fron1 spherical.Several general expressions are also 
associated with the particle shape: such as flaky. nodular. acicular. etc.The sphericity is 
defined as follows: 
¢ = [ (Area )surface.sphere ] 
(Area) · surface: particle volume= c (2 .. 13) 
For perfectly spherical particles. the sphericity is unity.Sphericity may have values 
bet ween O and 1. 
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11.2.C. Particle and Bulk Density 
The density of particles in the case where there are no voids is ckfined as the 
partidc density.This is equal to the n1ass of the particle di\·icted by thr volun1c occupied by 
the particle. .. 
In contrast. the hulk cfrnsitv is defined as the total n1ass of the bed of particles 
divided by the ·total volu111e of the bed. Bulk density is related to the particle density 
through the void frc1ction and the fluid density as follows: 
0b = (pp - PrHl - £)+Pr 
In cases where the flu id use cl is air. eqn. (2. 14) can be sin1plified to: 
(2. 15) 
II.2.D. Averag·e Particle Size and Distribution 
In applications of iluidization. there exists a high probability that the solids 
fom1ing the bed are not in the san1e size.It is usually in1portant to detem1ine the size of 
a bulk of solids. In a bulk mass .of solids consisting of particles with differcn_t sizes. the 
surface/volume dianzeter can be used lo calculate the average size of particles.It is detennined 
by the f on owing: 
(2.16) 
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where N is the 11un1bt'r of particles with the sized. and x is the weight fraction of the 
partic lcs in each size range. Sieve a pert iITe size wou Id be ust·d for din case the pc1 rlic k 
sizes arc expcriri1entally found. 
11.2.E. Particle Classification 
The behavior encountered with a gas-fluidized systen1s· is controlled by the type of 
bubbling behavior which occurs don1inantly a consequence of the different bubbling 
behavior.It has often been suMestcd that son1e breadth of size distribution is desirable 
to achieve stable Ouidization.Geldart 13] has argued that it is the n1ean size on a surfact 
to volun1e basis which is the in1portant factor. and the addition of a cornparatively 
sn1all a1nount of fines classed as n1aterial less than 45 µr11 in size has a considerable 
irnpact ort the Ouiclizalion characteristics.Geldart sug_(;ested earlier that the n1aterials 
could be categorized prin1arily based on particle density and size fron1 tests under 
an1bient co.nditions as in Fig.2.2.The first group of classification is nan1ely the "Group 
A" materials and fall in the size range of 20-·l 00 µrn and with densities less than 1.4 
g/c1113_They exhibit a considerable degree of stable bed expansion when the Ouidization 
velocity is first exceeded. and it n1ay be possible to sustain such uniforn1 or particu.fut1' 
fluidization until the 1ninin1un1 fluidization velocity is increased by a factor of two to 
three times.However, with a further increase in gas velocity. a point will be -reached 
when the bed will collapse pack to a less expanded state approximating closely the 
degree of expansion under minin1un1 Ouidization conditions.Most of the excess gas will 
flow through the bed as the bubble phase.The gas velocity at. which bubbles first appear 
is referred to as the minin1um bubbling velocity. 
Geldarrs "Group B" n1aterials tend to have .a n1ean size within the range 40-500 µn1 
and a density in the range of 1.4 to 4.0 g/cm3.These ex:hibit considerably less stable bed 
expansion, and free bubbling occurs at or a little above the minin1um ·fluidization 
velocity.It was also suggested that when the minimum fluidization velocity exceeds the 
minimum bubbling velocity, those materials belong to Group B rather thc1.n Group A. 
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"Group C" 111aterL1ls c1n· those· or srnalkr r11e~u1 sL1T which are usually lt'ss than :10 
µ1n and/or of lower density so tl1;1t inl<'rparticlc forces have an effect greater than th~tt 
of gravity.Such 111ateri,tls are \'cry d1llicult to fluidize.For this grotrp of 111a_teri~ils. it 1s 
very unlikely that the pressure drop across the bed will be ·babrwed by tl1(' 
we_ight.Instcad. part of the weight is supportt·cl by gas channelling.Once d cha_nr1el upt·11s 
through the bed. it tends to cnbrgc wi.lh ·a flirt her increase in gas velocity so that the gc1s 
h never evenly distributed into the brcl. 
"Group[)" rnaterLlls c1re llsllally of rnean cliarnetcr greater than 600 µr11 and/or 
dense particles.Alt h ot1gh a bub b Ii ng Oll id izcd b~d looks very tu rbu lent and n 1ay be 
described as being turbukntly Ouidized when operating at higher fluidizing velocities. 
the gas now condition within the inlt'rstices trncb, to. be bn1inar. ur at the IIHJst 
transitional when MGroup U" 111c1tt'ric1ls are cxarnint'cl. 
II.3. Characteristics of I3t1bblcs in F'lt1idized Beds 
Previous studies on bubbles in fluidized beds revealed a considerable 
understanding of bu bblc characteristics in fluidized beds.When investigating bubble 
behavior. n1any studies· have ,rnadr analogies to the state of bubbles in rea I flu ids. Si nee 
gas fluidized beds arc operated under fluid flow rates 'higher than that would allo\v the 
gas to escape through the voids without disturbing the particles. the bed has a fluid-like 
behavior at such condit~ons.The excess gas flows in the bed in .the fom1 of bubbles and 
the bubbles don1inate the n1echanisms of nu idization:ln _inv~stigating the bubble 
behavior, the single bubble approach has been used extensively to understand the shape. 
size and the rising velocities of bubbles. 
II.3.A. Bubble Size 
Bubbles fom1ing above the distributor grow in the bed due to a decrease in the 
static head.They may also grow by coalescence by overtaking_ the bubble rising close to 
them.After reaching the largest stable size, bubbles start splitting. Coalescence is 
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assumed to cause the average bubbk size lo come into an equllibri11111 close to the 
maximum stable size. which Is known to be a function of particle characteristics. 
There are several models a,•ailabk to predict the bubble size in fluidized beds.A 
few to mention are by Mori and \Ven 141. Howe 151. Darton et al. 161 and Werther 171.Thc 
model by Mori and Wen Is used thro11ghout this st udy.lt Is explained Lil more c\t'lail in 
the Section I 11. l.A. 
II.3.B. Bubble Shape 
The bubble shapes in fluidized beds are somewhat different than those in real 
fluids.In real fluids. the bubbles are highly distorted when the}' .are relatively large.Il11l 
in fluidized beds. the bubbles are spheriC'al on the front surface during their entire 
period of rise with ,111 indentation in the lower part.A typical bubble is shown in Fig.'.2. ·I 
with the related non1enclat me .The wake ani:le is defined as the angle from the nose to the 
rim of the ·bUbble and is used lo describe the bubble sha[le:The wake portion is the lower 
p01)cion of the bubble. which would complete the bubble to a perfect sphere. 
Grace 181 showed that the wake angle is a function of the bubble Reynolds number. 
II.3.C. Bubble Wake Fraction 
Bubble wake fraction ls defined as the ratio of the bubble wake ,wlume to the total 
volume of the wake and the bubble cavily.111e bubble becomes spheri,cal as the wake 
fraction approaches zero.Kozanoglu !91 predicts the percent wake fraction by use of l he 
following correlation: 
(2. 1 7) 
the particle diameter in µm and the bubble diameter has units of mm. 
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11.3.I). 13ubblc Flo\v Hatf' 
Visible bubble Dow r<1tc h defined as the flow rate al a certain elevation in the· 
attributed Just to the hubblcs.Tllc vbible flow rate is: 
(2. 18) 
The two,-phase thcOI)' or Ouiclization -states that the ·excess gas of that required for 
n1i11in1u n1 nu idiza t ion is c arriec.i only by bubbles. 
The rnotion of bubbles ran be exan1ined in the following categories ~s they n1ove 
upwards.Visible bubble flow associ~ted with the rise of bubbles. flow through the 
bubbles relative to ther11. intcrstiti-al flow relative to particles in the en1ulsion phase. 
flux of interstiti"al vo·ids rnoving \vith the particles.The first two corititutes the huhhfr 
pluHeflow. where the last l\vo constitutes to as flow through the dense phase. 
In practice. eqn. (2.18-J. tends to overpredict the visible bubble flow.The reason fur 
the deviation is attributed to the interstitial flow and the thru-flow in the bubbles.As 
expressed in detail in Section IIL l .H. an analysis of the results yielded in a correction 
for equation (2, 18) to fit the results. The cor_rected visible bubble flow is in the fon11: 
Qb == y(u - umr)Ab (2.19) 
where the values of gan1n1a can be detem1ined experin1entally. 
11.3.E. Bubble Velocity 
Equations derived for the rise of a single bubble in real liquids were used for 
fluidized beds in n1any previous studies.Such equations were also used to derive 
equations for the single rise of single bubbles in the fluidized beds.The following is 
derived from real fluids. 
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(2.20) 
If .tbe relative velocity bet ween the bubble and en1tilsion phase are unaffected by thl' 
interaction bel\vcen the surround in~ bubbles. the avera,ge velocity of bubbles ca 11 be 
writ ten as follows: 
(2 .2 l) 
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III. MIXING ANI) SI~GI<.EGKI'ION MECI IANISMS 
In a fl u id i z c cl b e cl. b o t h s e gr e g a ti nn a nd 1 nix 1 n g r a t c p r o c e s s e s o c c u r 
sirnultaneously (Fig. 3. ().The bubbles which are fon11cd at the very botton1 of the bee! 
will grow. anct risl'. to the top .Thr bed 111atcrial is thought of as consisting of two phases: 
they are the wake phase and the en1u.lsion phase.Solids arc picked up at the bottorn and 
lifted up toward the surface in the w~1ke of the bubbles.At the top. the wake content~ are 
deposited in the ennilsion phase. Then particles carried tip by the bubbles fall through 
the bubble-free regions. The circulating n10Uon of particles is referred to as cirudcitirin 
(Fig.3.2).\Vhil,e bubbles are carrying the solid particles in their \vakes. sorne of the 
particles arc shed en route.Thfs rnotion of particles bet\1..-ecn the wake and ernulsion 
phases is referred to as wake exchange (Fig. 3.3)}:ssentially. the r11Lxing in a segregating 
bed is due to each bubble gathering sorne jetsarn in Hs v.:ake and lifting and shedding a 
part of it en route I !OJ.While bubbles rise in the bed. the denser and larger particles tend 
to ·fall faster due to a disturbance of the region behind the bubble wake. This n1otion is 
referred to as segregation.Nienow et al [ 10] 1nentioned the existence of other secondary 
effects such as ovcrlayering.Consideting the n1echanisn1s of n1Lxing and segregation. 
several mathernatical models have been established to predict the distribution uf 
different particle con1ponents in a fluidized bed.Circulation and wake exchange occur 
whether or not there are physical differences be.tween the particles which fom1 the 
bed.Segregation. on the other· hand. occurs only when there are physical differences in 
the particles such as density and size. 
III .1. Circulation 
Based on the emulsion phase a circulation rate can be defined by balancing the 
upward and downward n1otion of solids.That is, 
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ubfw8 
(J) =---
1-8 
The volun1ctric fraction of bubbles and wakes in the bed is . 
u - u f o n1 
ub(l-fw) 
(3.1) 
(J·.2) 
(3.3) 
\i.,·herc. fw is the wake fraction.The bubble rising velocity is given by Nicklin [ 11] as: 
ub = u 0 - umf + 0. 71 l~gdb (3.4) 
The n1inin1un1 fluidizaJion velocity of a n1Lxture of particles is as follows: 
l u. Jxf Um=Ut1 _J Un (3.5) 
III. l.A. Bubble Growth Models to Determine Bubble Size 
Throughout this study, the bubble growth model by Mori and Wen [4] is used.One of 
the reasons for using it is that it is the only growth model which takes the bed dian1eter 
into account. It is also derived fron1 rnore data than the other models.The initial bubble 
diar:neter just above the porous distributor is given by . 
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db.o = 0.00376(u 0 -·u 1i"1fJ2 (J.6) 
Maxin1un1 attainable bubble dian1eter would exist when the bubbles fonn in a singlt' 
_colun1n in the center and carry all the gas that is above n1ini1nun1 fluidizat ion 
conditions. It is given by. 
. l 10.4 db.m = 0. 652 ·A(u0 - llmf) (J. 7) 
And the equiv·aknt bubble dian1eter has. practical use in different fluidization 
conditions.It is given as follows: 
(3.8) 
II I. 1 .13 . Vi s i b 1 c 13 u b b 1 e F 1 o \V 
Previous studies have shown that visible bubble now is not accurately predicted 
by the two-_phase now theory [ 12].The deviation has been attributed to a possible 
increase .in the interstitial gas velocity in the dense phase above that required for 
minin1un1 fluidization or to a through now inside the bubble.Grace and Clift [ 12] give a 
summary of studies.The corrections to the equations above can be rnade as follows: 
The volumetric fraction of bubbles and wakes. 
Bubble rising velocity, 
(Uo - umr>Y 8=----
ub(l-,-fw) 
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(3. 10) 
/'> n) 
,J. ~} 
initial bulJhk dia111ctcr. 
') 
d b.o = 0. oo:376l ( llo - u mf )yr- (3. 1 l) 
n1axin1u1n attainable btibbk dia111eter. 
(3. 12) 
the correction factor for visible bubble Dow. 
III.2. Wake Exchange 
Bubbles when rising to the top c;1rry particles in their wakes.A part of their 
content is shed en route.The wake is also fed from the emulsion phase. resulting in an 
exchange mechanism.The wake exchange rate is defined as the rate at which particles 
exchange between the wake and emulsion phases.The exchange coefficient Kw. is 
defined as the volumetric particle flux into and out of the wake per unit vcilume of the 
wake. Basesme [ 13] in a recent study concludes that the wake exchange coefficient 
decreases with increasing bubble size and the changes are stronger for particles having 
relatively lower values of minimun1 fluidization velocity. 
Exchange coefficient is defined as. 
wnere, 
FP 
K == -· 
w V 
w 
(3.14) 
The n1atrrial babnce on the tracer particles in the wake for· a diffen·ntL1l ek111t'nt of 
the bed ~ivcs . 
(:3. 16) 
and when equation (~t 16) is integrated. 
C p .(h - h 0 ) ln- =-K w 
(3. 1 7) 
Rowe. Partridge and Henwqod [ 15] observed a stagr1ant region in the wake of the bubbles 
in their n1Lxing ·exp~rin1ents.Kocatulun1·s [ 16] cc1lculations show that the patticle 
velocities becon1e very small near -the intersection of the syn1n1etry axis o.f the bubble 
and the bubble. solid _interface.It is concluded that a· relatively sn1c:dl stagnant region 
exi$lS in th~ bubble wake around the bubble's symn1etry axis.That region is 
characterized by very low particle velocities where aln1ost no particle exchange 
occurs.The variation of exchange coefficient is shown against volun1etric fraction· Jor 
different regions in Fig. 3.3.The curve represents particle flux into each control volun1e 
by the fraction of the wake bounded by the san1e control volun1e.The exchange 
coefficient varies throughout the wake region.The ar~a under the curve is represented 
by four regions whose sun1 is equal to the area under the curve. I;:ach of the four regions 
is assun1ed to correspond to a shell which altogether n1ake .up the wake. The inner 
portion is observed to be a stagnant region.The outer shell of the wake exchanges 
particles with the emulsion phase and the region adjacent to the outer shell exchanges 
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particles with .the outer shell and so the Inner shells.Since the innermost region Is a 
stagnant region. 110 particle exchange occurs between rhal region and the region nt·xl lo 
it.The sun1 of thr ratio of each rq~ton to the wake volun1c is unity. 
f s = f S + f S + f S + f S· 
. l . l 'J. :I ·1 
(3, 18) 
III.3. Settlcn1cnt 
Settlement in a fluidized bed occurs only if there are physical differences in the 
particles which fonn the bed.The physical differences may be in the size. density and 
sh ape. If there arc ph yslcal d iff e re1lces In the particles. the bed is referred to as 
heterogeneous. othenvisc hon1ogeneous. 
In helerogenous beds. parllGles tend to fall through the voids al the temporarily 
disturbed rcgiOn behind the bubbles if they are larger and denser relative lo the other 
particles.Settling and mixing occur stmultaneously to produce an equilibrium 
distribution. which is essentially unffom1 in a horizontal plane but generally varies 
with height.Both are the result of bubbling entirely . 
III.3.A; Settleme.nt Rate Parameter 
The scttlen1ent rate paran1eter k. is defined as the average downward displacen1ent 
rate of settling particles relative to the rest of the particles in the bed.A negative value 
of k represents an upward motion.It is calculated from the average segregation distance 
for a certain bubbling condition according to the followmg:equation: 
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n 
2/~X1N1h 
1 ~ l 
Il 
I~x1N1t 
I= l 
- -- ·- -- -- -- - ~ 
k = __ N___,_h~ ____ N_t-=------
(3..19)· 
The first term in the numerator represents the averai;e displacement of the host 
particles with respect to a fLxed reference point in space.The second tenn represents the 
av er111;e cl is placement of the tracer pa rt ic le s .The sum ma tio n t e nn is int rod u re cl to 
account for a weighted average. 
lll.3 .B. Set tlen1en t Cocffirien t 
Tanimoto et al. I 161 defined the averai;e sei;re);alion distance as a dimensional 
parameter which represents the sei;re);ation of jetsam relative to the floatsam by each 
bubble passai;e.111ey propose that the average segregation distance is proportional to 
the bubble dian1eter and is given by: 
(3,20) 
Nienow and Chiba [ 17] expressed the relationship between the average segregation 
distance and the settlen1ent rate parameter as follow·s: 
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(J.2 l) 
The mean Jetsam descending velocity can be calculated by knowing the buhbll' 
frequency: 
(3.22) 
Kozanoglu [91 defines the average segregaUon distance as a non-dimensional 
parameter.The relationship between the average segregation distance and thl' 
settlcrnent rate paran1eter k. as given by [9] is the fallowing: 
8 k=0.75Y5ub--l-8 (3.23) 
Bubble rising velocity can be calculated by [3.4). the volumetric fraction of bubblrs 
and wakes is gtven by [3.3) and the wake fraction can be calculated by the following in 
percent: 
(
389.9 \ 
fwc=(0.78+0.076dpl+ d~103 tb 
where. n1ean pa·rucle diameter is [µ.n1] and the bubble diameter is [n1m]. 
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IV. SETfLING !{ATE EXPERIMENTS 
Settling is one of the three mechanis
ms. shown to control the behavior o
f particles 
in a fluidized bed.The others are. 
circula_tion and wake exchange.Th
e n1ixing in c1 
segregating bed is due to each bubbl
e gathering some Jetsan1 fn its wake
 and lifting and 
shedding some part of it en route ( 10).The d
enser and larger particles tend to fa
ll faster 
due to a disturbance o( the region behind
 the bubble wake when the bubbles 
rise in Uw 
bed.It is known that circulation an
d wake exchange occur whether o
r not physical 
variations exist in the bed n1aterial
.Settling (or segregation) can exist only whe
n there 
are physical differences in the bed n
1aterial. 
IV. I. Thcoretica.l Calculations Related
 to Settling Expcrin1cnts 
The set tlen1ent rat_e paran1eter k. i
s defined as the net downward flux
 of sd.t ling 
particles relative to the rest of the 
bed.It is a n1easure of how particle
s with d-iffrn·Jit 
physical properties relocate with r
espect to each other in a certain 
differential tinH·. 
When a particle bed of two types of 
particles is considered. it is a n1easu
re of the rate of 
displacen1ent of the so-called trace
r particles with respect to the hos
t particles. The 
settling rate paran1eter k is given
 by (3.19).An exan1ple of how the settliri
g rate 
paran1eter can be calculated is show
n below provided that the distributi
on of particles 
is known. 
The settling rate paran1eter k is rel
ated to the settling. coefficient facto
r Y.,· by the 
equation (3,29).The settling coefficient fact
or is a non-dimensional n1easure 
of how 
particles relocate with respect to e
ach other (whether they settle or they rise)
 on the 
average.A negative value of Ys indi
cates .a rising behavior whereas a 
positive value 
indicates a settling behavior.The
 bubble rising velocity uh and th
e volun1etric 
concentrations of bubbles and 
wakes 8 can be calculated by (3.4) and
 (3.3) 
respectively.Volume fraction of the
 wake in the bubble f w can. be calculated
 by the 
correlation by (3.24).For the equivalent bubb
le diameter dh,eq· Mori and Wen's n1
odel [4.J 
given by equations (3.6) through (3.8)-can be u
sed.. 
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\Vhen the above parameters arc determined. the settling coefficient factor can be 
calcu-lated.Thc data from different combinations of particles were usrd to establish a 
correlation for the settlement coefficient.Establishment of a correlation in general 
wtll help in predicllng the behavior of many comlllnations of materials. Kozanogh, ID! 
proposes his conelation for combinations of spherical particles. Even though it is 
believed that his correlation is correct. the ap1Jlicability IS restricled.ln this study 
however. an lrwestigation on -highly angular particles ls needed since the behavior of 
coal and r11agnetite are of n1ajor concern. 
The settlement coefficient was shown to be a f unclion of the host particle size. 
tracer particle size. host particle dens tty and tracer partlc le density by Kozanogl u 
191. Even for highly angular particles. one might expect the settlement f ac(or to be a 
function qf the sa1ne para1ncters. 
IV. 2. Experin1ental Set-cup 
The experiments were perfom1ed in a transparent plcxiglass cylindrical vessd 
with 15. 24 cm lnSide diameter.The distributor is a porous glass plate. In order to 
inv¢sligate a possible effect of angularity of the host material on the settling 
phenomenon. several experiments were made with the magnetite being the host. and 
glass. plastic and pyrite particles being the tracers.The size range of magnetite was 
typical of that used in coal cleaning tests.Several sizes of tracers were used throughout 
the experiments. 
The tracers were uniformly located as a thin layer .of particles at a distance of 
about 30.0 cm above the distributor plate in the host material.The total height of the 
bed was about 43.0 cm through the experin1ents. 
Fluidization of the bed was done at room temperature and at atmospheric 
pressure.The main air supply is provided by central air compressors.Pressure is 
regulated by a high !1ow capacity !1ow regulator before it enters the rotameters.Air !1ow 
through the bed is controlled by various !1owmelers with different capacities and 
several valves. including an on-off solenoid valve. which Is controlled by a 
timer.Humidified air should be supplied to the magnetite in order lo minimize 
eloctrastatic interaction between the particles.This was done before each experiment. 
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since each e.xperin1cnt typically took only a few seconds. 
lV. 3. Experimental f)rocedure 
In order to investigate the behavior of angular particles. seltlernent experin1ents 
with the following hosts and tracers were perfom1cd: 
Table 4. 1 Host and tracer materials used in settling experin1ents. 
---- - -------------------------------------~------------------------------------ ---------------- -----~---
Hosts: Magnetite # -120,+ 140 
Magnetite #-100.+ 120 
Magnetite #- 70.+80 
Magnetite #-60. + 70 
-----------~--------------------------~------------ -------------------------------------------~------------
Tracers: Plastic #-60,+ 70 
Plastic #-50,+60 
Plastic #-40,+50 
Plastic #-25,+40 
Plastic #-20,+25 
Plastic #-16,+20 
------.------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Glass #-70,+80 
Glass #-60,+ 70 
Glass #-40,+45 
Glass #-20,+30 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Pyrite #-100,+ 120 
Pyrite #-60,+70 
Pyrite #-50,+60 
Pyrite #-20,+25 
Pyrite #-10,+16 
. . 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------.------
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The cxperirncnts be~an by loading the bed fully with the host n1atcrial.The bed 
n1atcrial ·was checked to ensure it was free of irnpurities and well dernagnctized.Traccrs 
were not included in this first step.Then. the superficial gas velocity \vas· chosen to bt· 
greater than the minimum Ouidization velocity and to provide smooth bubbling 
characteristics.It was necessary to avo.id violent en1ptions at the lop oft.he bed. 
After selecting an appropriate value for the superficial gas velocity and bubbling 
the bed for a frw n1inutes. t_he n1aterial in the upper part of the bed (that is above 30.0 cn1 
line) was ren1oved.Then the tracers were placed in the bed at that height- as a thin layer 
of unifom1ly distributed particles.A great deal of attention was required when placing 
the tracers evenly. because they were very lin1itecl in an1ount in n1ost cases.Since 
n1agncti t e is a n1agnLtic n1a terial, a cert a in an1ou nt of a not her non -rna~netic rna t cria l 
\Vas needed with the sarne n1aterial propertic.s and also with "the san1e size.This was 
needed to trace the n1overnent of the rnagnetite.Pyrite was selected as ,1 tracer for the 
magnetite sir1ce it has a specific gravity of about 5. and has almost the same kind of 
angularity.rl11e pyrite was added on top of the tracer particles.After loading tht=> u pµer 
part of the bed with magnetite. the. experiments were conducted.Air was suppli~d to the 
bed through a rotan1eter and a solenoid on-ofT valve for a short tin1e period.The valve 
opening time was adjusted by a timer.Throughout the experiments. the valve opening 
.time was .2.6 seconds for a single pulse of air and 5.4 seconds for n1ultiple pulses of 
air.The duration of the air supply contributes to the desired distribution the tracers.The 
desired distribution should be close to a so-called "normal distribution". \vith the highest 
tracer concentration around the initial tracer location and decreasing cone.entration 
towards the top and. bo~tom of the bed.Accumulati.on of tracers at the top of the bed 
should be avoided since a normal probable distribution is expected.However, the net 
fiuidization time was snown to be different than the valve opening time.Fig. 4.1 shows 
the time lags and the relation between the valve opening and the net Ouidization 
times. 
At the time of the experiment. the float level of the D0wn1eter drops due to back 
pressure.That must be considered in flow measurements and in the calculation of the 
.net Dow velocity. 
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After completion of the experiment. successive layers of particll's were rcnwv,·cl 
by means of a suction nozzle.Magnetic and non-magnetic materials in each layer were 
. 
separated by the magnetic separator.Particles removed were either coi1nted or 
weighed.A careful examination of the distribution of tracer particles irl some cases may 
reveal an accumulation of the lightest particles at the very top layers of the· bccl.Those 
are generally the plastic particles.In some cases. they might be even glass 
particles.Results such as these are considered to be unreliable when an accumulation 
occurs at the free surface.In other words. the distrubution is expected to be close to a 
nonrwl di.,1rn/Jution. In order to avoid accumulation at the top. either the flu idization time 
or the superficial gas velocity must be reduced or the depth of magnetite on top of the 
tracers n11-1st be increased. 
IV.4. Net Fluidization rfin1e 
It was previously shown that the valve opening time is not equal to the nt'I 
fluidiw1ion 1ime. depending on the time lags of the !luidization.The net flu idizat ion times 
are usually lower than the valve opening times.The data showed that there were delays 
between both the opening of the solenoid valve and the appearance of the first bubble at 
the local.Ion of the tracers. and between the closing of the valve and the presence of the 
last bubble at the tracer location. High speed video recordings were used to detem1ine 
the fluidizaUon characteristics in the bed.For different valve opening limes. 
superficial gas velocities. and bed heights. the net fluidizatton must be detem1ined 
independently .For this purpose. high speed video cameras and oscilloscopes were 
used.The experimental procedure to detem1ine the net fluidizalion time was .the 
following: 
After the solenoid valve was opened to supply air into the bed. the lime of 
appearance of the first bubbles at a certain bed height was determined by means of high 
speed video recordings.There is a lime lag between the opening of the valve and 
appearance of first bubbles in the bed.The duration of valve-opening was controlled by 
a timer.The valve opening time can be measured more accurately by an oscilloscope. 
since the opening time is a feW seconds.After the valve is closed. bubbling can be 
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observed to continue for a short lime.That tin1e lag was also detcnnirlt'd by the high 
speed video recordings. Wit t1 a 11 t'1c infom1ation on the b~1 bbling c l1,n<1cl t·rist lcs i 11 t l1t· 
bed . the net Ouidization t1111e can be calculatcd.Refcrrir1g {Cl Fig. ·L 1. the nrt 
nu id ization tirne tr can be shown by the arithn1etic re lat ion below. 
where. t3 : solenoid valve opening time 
t
0
: linre for the first bubble to reach tracer 1ocation 
t
2
: bubbling time after closing .of the solenoid valve 
IV.5. !{es Lilts of Settling Rate Experiments 
( · l. l) 
The resµlts of the settling experin1ents are tabulated in tenns of averagl' 
settlernent coefficients in T~ble 4.2.The results of. repeated experirnents are !-;iven in 
Table 4.3.Those values of settlement coefficient factor resulted in a corTt'lation as given 
below.The results showed that settling coefficient Y 5 can be expressed as a function of 
density ratio Pr and size ratio dr. where Pr is the ratio (p( Pi/I P1z and cir is the ratio (dt" 
d
11
)idh.However, the range of size ratio d, Is expected to be from 0.0 to 0.80 for the 
conditions of operation and as shown in Fig.4.1. the relation between Ys and Pr is 
changing proportior1ately for each size ratio d,.Then an. average value of 0.30 fo.r d,was 
used in the correlation (4.2).Results from the settling experin1ents also showed that the 
correlation by Kozanoglu [91 for spherical particles cannot be used for angular 
particles.The predicted correlation for angul~r- particles ts the following: 
Y s= 0.058+0.147pr 
(,1.2) 
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Fig. 4.1 The valve position and the bed response time·s 
'rable 4.2 Settling corfficirnts fron1 rxprri111rnts: hvcra,gc valurs. 
- - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - _,_ - - - - ,_ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ - - - - -.-. ~ - - - - ,_ - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
-·- - - - - - - -
- - - - - - -
- - - - - -
Exp.# 
Type 
I-Ios t Material 
Pp 
3 [g/cn1] 
Tracer Parti('lcs 
T'ypc 
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
-----------
------
Plastic 1015 1.05 Plastic 363 1.05 -0.643 
0.0 -0.0100 
2 .. 
.. .. 
.. 568 .. -0.041 
.. 
-0.0044 
w 
(X) 3 .. 
.. .. 
.. 780 .. -0.232 
.. 
-0.0022 
4 .. 
.. .. 
.. 1015 .. 0.0 
.. 0.0000 
5 .. -·· 
... Glass 725 2.25 -0.286 1.143 0.0530 
6 .. •• 
~ Pyrite 780 5.00 -0.232 3.762 0. 1120 
7 .. 
.. .. 
.. 1015 • • 0.0 
.. 0.1190 
8 .. •• 
.. .. 1415 .. 0.394 
.. 0.1370 
9 .. 
.. .. Glass. nd. 1015 0.3 0.0 -0. 714 -0.0360 
10 Magnetite 196 5.00 Plastic 1015 i .05 4.17
9 -0.790 0.0076 
--------------
----------~-----------------·-
------------------------------
-----------------------~------
----------------
Exp. # I lost Matcri~1l Tracer 
I ) ~1 r t i r 1 r s (d1-clh)/clh (pt-P11)/r11 ys 
Type clp p p T'ype clp Pp 
~3 3 
[pl lg/crn] [pl lg/cn1] 
. 
. 
. . 
- ·.. . 
-- - - -- . ---
-- -- --- ----
.---------------------
1 1 - 13 .. 
.. .. 
.. 231 .. 0.179 
.. 
-0.0540 
14-15 .. 
.. .. 
... 273 .. -0.393 
.. 
-0.0670 
16 .. 
.. .. Glass 725 2.25 2.699 -0.550 
0.0301 
17 .. 
.. .. Pyrite 1-415 5.00 6.219 0.0 
-0.0860 
w 
(!) 
18-20 .. 
.. .. 
.. 273 .. 0.393 
.. 0.0800 
27-29 Magnetite 116 5.00 Plastic 568 
1.05 3·,913 -0.790 -0.0400 
22-24· .. 
.. .. 
.. 780 .. 5.753 
.. 
-0.0240 
30 •• 
... 
.. 
... 1015 .. 7.788 
.. 0.0092 
26-29 .. 
.. 
.. . Glass 231 2.25 1.000 -0.550 
0.0100 
21,25 
.. .. 
.. 390 .. 2.377 
.. 0.0180 
31 .. 
.. .. 
.. 725- .. 5.277 
.. 0.0252 
32 .. 
.. .. Pyrite 116 5.00 0.0 0.0 
0.0 
21-23 .. 
.. .. 
.. 231 .. 1.000 
.. 0.0500 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
(pt-Pl1)IP11 
Exp.# I lost Matrrial 
Type 
[pl 
pp 
J [g/c111] 
·rrar.rr Part iclrs 
T'ypc Pp 
0.0840 
0.0952 
-0.0520 
----~----------------------------------- ------------------------------------------------------------------------------
5.753 
11 .251 
0.182 
.. 
27-29 
33 
34-35 
.. 
.. 
.. 
.. 
231 
.. 
.. 
... 
780 
1415 
273 
.. 
.. 
.. 
Table 4.3 Repeated settlcn1ent cxperi111cnts. 
-------------------------------
- -----------------------------
------------ -----------
Y
5
, Settling Coefficients 
Particle dia .. dp [~1n1J 
Host 
Magnetite 
#-120.+ 140 
116 
Pyri tc 
#-60,+70 
231 
Tracers 
Glass 
#-40,+45 
390 
Plastic 
#-20.+25 
780 
---------------
---------------
---------------
---------
f:xperiment no. 
21 0.054 
0.015 
22 0.045 
-0.017 
23 0.051 
-0.02~) 
24 
-0 .. 027 
25 
0.020 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - -· - - . - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - . - - - - -
- - - - - --. 
0.050 0.018 -0.024 Average 
-------------------------------
-------------------------------
---·---------------------
Particle dia .. dp [µn1J 
Host 
Magnetite 
#-120,+ 140 
116 
Pyrite 
#-20,+25 
780 
Tracers. 
Glass 
#-60,+70 
231 
Plastic 
#-.25,+40 
570 
- - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - -
- -·- - - - - -- -- - - - - - -- - -
- - - - - - - - - - - -- - -
- -
Experiment no. 
26 
0.013 
27 0.083 
0.009 -0.039 
28 0.09.2 
0.006 -0.047 
29 0.077 
0.011 -0.034 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -.- - - - - - -
. - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
-
Average 0.084 
0.010 -0.040 
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------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Particle dia .. dp lµn1] 
Host 
Magnetite 
#-70,+80 
196 
Y5 , Settling Coefflcien ts 
Pyrite 
#-50,+60 
273 
Tracers 
Glass Plastic 
-------------- - - -- -- - --- -- - -------------- - --- - - - - -- --- -
Experime-nt no. 
18 
19 
20 
0.126 
0.041 
0.074 
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - -- -- - - - - -~ ~- - " 
o:oso Average 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
Particle dia., dp lµ1n] 
Host 
Magnetite 
#- 70,+80 
196 
Pyrite 
Tracers 
Glass Plastic 
#-60.+70 
230 
-- --------. --- --- -- - --- --- --- --- --- - -- -- - ----- - --- - - - -
.Experiment no. 
11 
12 
13 
-0.048 
-0.071 
-0.044 
------------------------------------------------------
-0.054 Average 
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-- -- ---- -----------------------------------. ---------------------------------------
Particle dia .. dp lµn1] 
Host 
Magnetite 
#-70,+80 
196 
Y5 , Settling Coefficients 
Pyrite Glass 
Tracers 
Plastic 
#-50.+60 
273 
. 
- . ------------------
Experin1ent no. 
14 
15 
-0.068 
-0.066 
- - - - - - - - - - - - .- - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - -
-0.067 Average 
------------------------------------------------------------.--------------------------
Particle dia .. dp [µn1] 
Host 
Magnetite 
#-60,+70 
230 
Pyrite 
Tracers 
Glass Plastic 
#-50,+60 
273 
------------------------ ------------------
----------
Experf men t no. 
34 
35 
-0.053 
-0.050 
- - ----- - - - - -- - - - - - - - - -- --- -- - --- - --·--- - - - - - - - - - -- -·- - - -
-0.052 
Average 
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Fig. 4.2 Prediction of a CQrrelaUon after the settling experin1ents. 
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V. PEI~FOI~MANCE J)ARAMETEI<S 
V.I. Coal Cleaning Experiments 
Coal cleaning tests were perfom1ed with the san1e batch bed which \vas n1rnt inned 
in Section IV.2.The batch bed is cylindrical transparent plexiglass with an inside 
dian1eter of 6 inches ( 15.24 cn1).The magnetite is loaded in first in the an1ount 
desired.Then the coal is placed on top of the n1agnetite.The Ouidization procedure is the 
sanH:~ as the settling experin1cnts described in Section rv.2 except that the dllratiun or 
nu idiza tion is longc r. The superficial gas velocities range fron1 1 . 6 to 3. 2 tirnes th c 
n1ini1nun1 Ouidization velocity of the n1agnetite.Superficial gas velocity is adjusted 
and the duration of Ouidizat ion is set by a stop-watch. In each experin1ent 6 layers \vere 
collected by the suction nozzle.Then each layer was weighed separately. After noting the 
total weight of each layer. the coal was separated from m·agnetite by the n1agnetic 
separator.Then the coal fron1 each layer was n1easured.The n1agnetite used throughout 
the experiments was angular n1c1gnet'ite. 
V.2. Generalized Distribution Curve 
The generalized distribution curve is a plot of the percentage of each specific 
gravity fraction oft.he feed that is recovered in the clean coal product as the ordinate. 
against the median of the specific gravity fraction.A typical distribution curve is shown 
in Fig.5.1.The specific gravity of separation which is shown by SGS in this study is the 
value of the specific gravity that corresponds to a weight percent of 50°/o.The specific 
gravity of separation indicates the material which is equally divided bet ween the clean 
and the ref use portions of the coal. 
A theoretically perfect separation is obtained if the distribution curve consists of 
a simple vertical line.In other words, performance is better when the slope of the 
distribution curve gets steeper.A measure of the sharpness of a distribution curve is the 
error area.The error area approaches zero as the actual distribution curve approaches 
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the theoretical.Another 111ea~ure .or perforn1ance is obtained by calculating the 
probable error.That is equal to one half the diITerence between specific gr,Jvity values at 
25 percent and 75 percent distribution to clean coal. and is sho\vn by Ep. The 
generalized per'fon11ance para111etcr' is shown by GEP and is found b>· diviclinP, the 
probable error Ep by the specific gravity of separation SGS. 
V.3.Calculation of Pcrforn1ancc Parameters from Experiments 
V.3.A. Calculation of Sulfur and Ash Removal, Energy Recoverv 
Calculation of stilfur and ash ren1ovals together with energy reco\'ery reveals the 
cleaning perfonnancr.The e·xperin1ental results of sulfur and ash percentage and 
heating values for individual layers are needed with the coal conter1t in cac h layer.The 
sa1nple c alcu lat ion is given be low to ill u st rate the interpretation of the experir11en t al 
results. 
Sample Calculation: 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------. . 
A B C 
.D 
Weight 0/o Sµlfur Weight 0/o Ash 
Layer Coal [g] Content of Coal Content of Coal 
Heating Value [Btu/lb] 
Top 1 38.94 2.02 18.05 
12563 
2 53.84 2.78 '28.94 
10752 
3 74.37 3.20 31.06 
10290 
4 54.78 3.25 33.61 
9788 
5 24.89 6.75 49.87 
6621 
B0tton1 6 2.71 16.15 69.87 
3149 
In order to find the total sulfur and ash in each layer, the coal and sulfur and coal and 
ash are multiplied (A*B and A*C).The heating value must be multiplied by the coal 
content ·m each layer to ffnd the heating value .in each layer (A*D).The results are given 
as follows: 
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·r 
Layer Sulfur [g) Ash [g) 
Heating Value (Btu] 
1 0.79 7.03 
1078 
2 1.50 15.58 
1275 
3 2.38 23.10 
1686 
4 1.78 18.41 
1181 
5 1.68 
12.41 363 
1.89 19 
6 0.44 
-·---------------------- ----------------------·------------------------------
78.42 5602 Total 8.57 
Then the amounts of sul(ur at\d ash removal are calculated as follows 
(Sulfur removal. %lnh layer= (Total sulfllr in bed-Total of sulfur from I to i'th 
·layer)/Total sulfur in bed 
[Ash removal, %lrth layer= rrotal ash in bed -Total of ash from I to i'th layer)/Total 
ash in bed 
(Energy Recovery. %lnh layer= [Total of Energy from I to i'th layer) /Total Energy in 
bed 
An exam pie for the 2nd layer: 
Suliuf removal=l8.57-(0.79+ l .50)]/8.57=73.3 °/o 
Ash remova1={78.42-(7.03+ l 5.58)]/78.42=7 l.2 °/o 
Energy recovery=( 1078+ 1275) / 5602=42.0 °/o 
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Then the results for the other byers arc obtained to be as follows: 
Layer Sulfur Rcm., 0/o Ash Rem., 0/o Energy Recovery, 
0/o 
1 90 .. 8 81.0 19.2 
2 73.3 71.2 42.0 
3 45.5 4·1.7 72.1 
4 2•1.7 18 . .2 93.2 
5 5.1 2.4 99.7 
6 0.0 0.0 100.0 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ -----
V.3.B. Calculation of Generalized Perforn1ance Paran1eter (G Egl 
The distribution of eight con1ponents of coal in each layer are obtained by the 
washa b ility analysis and tabula tect a long w_ith the coal n1ass in each layer. The 
following exan1ple is f9r coal #-30;+50 Rushton. 
-- -------------------- -------------------------------------------------·------------------- --------------
Coal Component 
specific grav. 1 
Weight 0/o in Layers 
2 3 4 5 
. . . . . . 
<1.3 55 40 22 10 5 
1.3-1.4 25 25 16 9 4 
1.4-1.6 1 1 12.7 10 7 3.5 
l.6-l.8 5 8 9 7 4 
1.8-2.0 2 4.6 8 8 5 
2.0-2.45 l.6 5 13 17 14 
2.45-2.9 1.0 4.6 18 34 40 
0 0.7 3 9 24 2.9> 
. . . . - . -
Total mass [g) 472 365 531 350 298 
(total=2016 g) 
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A~surn!ng .layt·rs 1 to J arc 11roduds anci 4 to 5 are rt'j1Hc. the percrntagr of products and 
refuse coal in the toLd co~d an· calculated for each coal co111ponent as follows: 
-----------------------------------------~----------------------------------------- --~----------------------
Coal component 
Product Refuse ( Specific gravity 
-----------~-------~-------------------------------------------------------------------~--------------------(35o·o.1+298*0.05l/2016 
=0.025 
(350·0.09+298•0.04)/2016 
< 1.3 
1.3-1.4 
1.4-1.6 
1.6-1.8 
1.8-2.0 
2.0-2.45 
2.45-2.9 
>2.9 
(,172•0.55+365*0.4 
+531 ·0.22) ;20 I.6=0.26 
( ,172 ·o. 25+36~·o. 25 
+5J 1 ·o. 16) /2016=0.146 
( 1172*0. 11 +365*0. 127 
+531 ·o. 1 oi 12016=0.075 
(,172•0.05+365*0.08 
+ 53 1 •o.09l ;20 l 6=0.05 
(4 72*0.02+365*0.046 
+531 *0.08) /20 l 6=0.034 
(4 72*0.0 l 6+365*0.05 
=0.022 
(350*0.07+298·0.035)/2016 
=0.0174 
(350*0.07+298*0.04)/2016 
=0.018 
(350*0.08+298*0.05)/2016 
=0.021 
(350*0.l7+298*0.14)/2016 
+531·0.13)/2016=0.047 =0.05 
(4 72•0.o 1 +365*0.046 
+531 •0.18) /20 l 6=0 .. 059 
(4 72*0.0+365·0.007 
+53 l ·0.03)/2016=0.0094 
(350*0.34+298·0.40)/2016 
=0.118 
(350*0.09+298·0.24)/2016 
=0.051 
--.-----------~--------------------- -----------------------------------------------------------------------
The feed percent of coal is the sum of the product and the refuse parts for each component. 
and is given by the following table. 
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-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
-------
--- ---
-- -~- ------
-------
----
Coal Component 
specific grav. Product Refuse 
Feed _Product/Feed 
---.-------
----------
--- ------
------
------
------
------
------
-~----------
------· -----
------
------
------
-----
<1.3 0.26 0.025 
0.295 0.912 
l.3-1.4 0.14G 0.022 0
.168 0.869 
1.4-1.6 0.02 0.0174 
0.0924 0.812 
1.6-1.8 0.05 0.018 
0.068' 0.735 
1.8-2.0 0.03-l 0.02.1 
0.055 O.bl8 
2.0-2.45 0.0117 0.05 
0.097 0.48·1 
2.45-2.9 0.059 0.118 
0.177 0.333 
2.9> 0.0094 0.051 
0.0604 0.1556 
-------
-----~---------
---- ----------
-------
-----~---------
--- -----------
-------
-------
-------
- ----
-------
Therefore, the specific gravity of separation. SGS=2. 
1 (evaluated at 50°/o product/feed). 
The probable error Ep=(3.0- l.8)/2=0.60. 
and the generalized perfon11ance parameter. 
GEp=(3.0-l.8)/2*2.1=0.286 
(Sp e _ci fi c gr av i t y at 2 5 °/o p rod u ct / f e e d = 1 . 8 . and s p e
 c i fi c gravity a t 7 5 (Yo 
product/ f eed=3. 0) 
V.4. Computer Programs 
Two computer progran1s were written for manip
ulating the experi1nental and 
theoretical results fron1 the extensively used com
puter code:Both programs are in 
Fortran and. run on the CDC Cyber 850 mainframe co
mputer. 
The first program was used to calculate sulfur an
d ash removals. and energy 
recoveries by using the data from the analysis o
f the experiments and is given in 
Appendix C.1.The data of local coal mass (in grams). weight pe
rcentages of sulfur and 
ash, and heating values in (Btu/lb) of each layer are taken fr
om the results of coal 
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analysis of expcri111t·nts.They· I1ll1st be entered into the progran1.The output of the 
prugrarn ls written in an output file called "EXOUTI ".The output list includes local co.ii 
n1ass in gra111s. local st ilf11 r and ash percent ages. sulfur and ash ren 10\'als. a ncl till' rgy 
recoveries for thr indicated layers.The technique used for calculating sulfur and ash 
ren1ovals and encrg_v n·co\'eries is gi\Trl in Section V.3.A. 
The second progran1 is used to n1anlpulate the theoretical results fro111 the 
cornputer runs and is gi\'rn in AppendLx C.2.It is used to calculate sulfur and ash 
ren1ova ls. and energy re cove ri es fron1 the volumetric conce n t ra ti-ons of coal 
con1ponents int.he ernulsion phase.For this purpose. the output file frun1 the n1ain 
batch progra111 111ust bt' edited in order to be read.Inputs needed for the progran1 incluck 
specific gravity of e.1ch coal cornponcnt together with sulfur. ash and energy content of 
each coal cornpontnt as given by the washability tests for that specific coaLTypical 
washability test results arc shown in AppendLx D for #-50.+80 Rushton coal.The data 
are read fron1 a rezicl file called .. \VRK8" and written in a file called .. cout".The 
technique of calculation of sulfur and ash. removals. and energy recoveries fron1 the 
coal concentrations in the en1ulsion phase is the same as used in the 1nain b,1tch 
progran1 and e.x:plaincd by [ 18]. 
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VI. I<r:SUijTS AND DISCUSSION 
The results presented in this section are both experimental and theoretical.The 
experilnental results are wit.h #-50.+80 Rushton coal and #-100.+ 120 angular n1agnetite 
only .Theoretica 1 resu Its are pre·sentl'.d for #-50. +80 Rushton coal and #-100. + l 20 
angular n1agnetite: and #-140.+325 Rushton coal and #-140,.,.200 and #-200.+325 
angular n1agnetite.Thc n1agnet itc. type which the theoretical results are based on is 
angular rnagnelite only. 
The experin1ents with #-50.+80 .Rushton coal and #-100.+ 12,0 angular n1agnetite 
for various operating conditions are listed in Table 6.1.The variations in the bed 
depths. concentrations of coal which is indicated by the parameter .. mm ... the ratio of 
the superficial gas ·velocity to the n1inirnun1 Ouidi:zation velocity and the fluidization 
periods are given.The _paran1cler .. mm" indicates th.e number of layers occupied by 
n1agnetite at the bottorn part of the bed out of 15 total layers.If the whole bed is 
considered to be divided into 15 layers. mm=l indic.ates the bottom of the bed .111e bed 
depths of operation changed fron1 3.0 ·to 12.0 cm: the mass of coal to n1ass of n1agnetite 
ratio changed fron1 0. 10 to 5. 7 ( corresponding to mn1= 12 and mm= 1): the ratio of 
superficial gas velocity _to n1inin1un1 fluidization velocity changed from 1.6 to 3.2: .and 
the duration of fluidization cha~ged from 30 to 600 seconds. 
The performance for th_e experin1ents with Rushton coal #.,.50,+80 and n1agnetite 
#-100,+ 120 is presented by Tables 6.2 through 6.4.Sulf ur and ash removals. al 85<% 
energy recovery are listed for each gas velocity ratio of u 0 /t1mf m .The experin1ental 
conditions varies in coal to n1agnetite weight percent in the range between 0. 7 and 5. 7, 
The bed depths and processing times are 3.0 cn1 and 30 seconds respectively. 
The perforn1ance of a coal cleaning process can be measured by various 
parameters for different operational conditions.Those are sulfur ren1oval. ash 
removal, energy recovery. generalized performance parameter. probable error. and 
specific gravity of separation (generalized distribution curve).A higher sulfur and ash 
removal for a certain value of energy recovery indicates better performance.The fixed 
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point of reference for encrey recovery throughout this study Is 85'V.,.11ie same Is l rue for 
ash re mova I. As me i 1 lloncd ea rllc r In l h Is study. a sl ee pr r gnwra lized cl Isl ri h u l io 11 
curve tndlcales better cleaning perfomiance.In another sense. lower values ol 
generalized perfonnance parameter and probable error reflect better performanct· ./\ 
lower specific gravity of separation is also indicative of a better cleaning. 
The theoretical results are from the computer code written by Kozanoglu I 181 
which was then modified to handle nine components and a certain number of 
equations which poses restriction on the refinement of thickness of layers.The eight of 
the nine components are the coal components which have different physical p·roperl i,·s 
such as particle densities. sulfur and ash contents. and heating values.The computer 
code uses a standard differential solver subroi1line to solve a set of fifth ordn 
differential equations.The compu ler code by [ 18] consists of three snbroul ines which 
are ref erred lo as the / ni1ial. Dcriv,uivc. and Write subrou lines.A batch program is used lo 
call the code. for running it In the batch mode .The code computes coal. sulfur ancl ash 
profiles together with sulfur and ash removals. energy recoveries. and distribution lo 
clean coal for each specific gravity of coal component. 
Fig. 6: 1 through Fig.6.6 show the results from the computer runs and experiments 
no. 2-8-91-16 and no. 3-27-91-17 for mm=6 (mass of coal/ mass of magnelite=O. 7). 
superficial gas velocity /minimum Duidization velocity=2.5. bed depth of 3.0 cm and 30 
seconds of processing time for Ru sh ton coal # -50. +80 and magnetite # - 100. + 12 O .These 
results are of typical of those obtained in this study.Fig.6.1 shows the local coal 
concentration profile.TI1e local coal concentration is the ratio of the mass of coal to the 
total mass in each layer.Fig. 6. 2 and Fig. 6.3 show the local sulfur and ash 
concentrations.The local concentrafions are plotted against non-dimensionalizecl 
level of each .Jayer "z!L". where z!L=O indicates the top and z!L=l indicates the bottom of 
the bed. They are calculated as the mass percent in coal for each \ayer.Sulfur removal 
and ash removal curves are plotted against energy recovery in Fig. 6.4 and Fig. 
6.5.Generalized performance curve is given by Fig.6.6.The perfom1ance of the process b 
relatively high as observed by the sharp slope.The speCific gravity of separation is 
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approxhnatcly 1.95.The generalized perfonn.ance paran1rter was calculated to be 0.13. 
(i) TI1c effect of bed de12t h 
The bed depth appeared to be the most in1portant pararneter in the coal cleaning 
process.In this study. the bed depth ranged fron1 3.0 to 1-2.0 cn1. and the perfom1anc
t· 
consistently iinproved as the bed depth became shallower.The theoretical results als
u 
indicate a dran1atic in1proven1ent of performance with lower bed· depth.This effect ra
n 
be s\-en in Fig. 6. 7. The effect of bed depth can be seen for a wide ra~ge of superficial ga
s 
velocities in Fig. 6.8· through Fig. 6.11.lt. can be observed that the perfon11ance is steady
 
and processing tin1e is short to reach a satisfactory state of perfom1ance for the bcc
l 
depth of 3.0 cn1 (Fig. 6.8).Experin1ental and theoretical comparison of results given by 
Table 6. 5 shows poorer perf om1ance for higher bed depths. Theoreticc;il results under
 
the best estin1ated superficial velocities is given by Table 6.6 through Table
 
6.8.Con1parison of the data also confirms that operating the bed can be satisfyingly
 
efficient alone with a low bed depth in a certain range of operating velocities. 
(ii) The effect of coal concentration (mass of coal/mass of ma{Znetite} 
The ratio of n1ass of coal to n1ass of magnetite also came out to be a very in1portant 
factor in the pro~ess of segregation of coal.The higher mass of coal to n1ass of n1agnet
i(e 
ratio (from 0. 7 to 5. 7) resu 1ts in significant improvement in coal cleaning perfom1ance 
in deeper beds.This effect can be seen in Fig.6 .. 12 through Fig.6.16.Fig.6.12 through
. 
Fig.6.14 show.s the generalized performance parameter GEP as a function of the bed
 
depth for coal to n1agnetite mass ratios of 0.10 to 0. 70 for the processing times of 30. 60
 
and 120 seconds.The difference in G Ep with respect to processing time seen1s to ?la
y 
constant.The effect of coal concentration on sulfur removal and specific gravity o
f 
separation was observed to be more significant for deeper beds as seen in Fig.6.15 and
 
Fig. 6.16.The experiments with #-50,+80 coal shows that the effect of concentration
 
vanishes for the shallow beds under a certain range .of superficial gas- velocities as see
n 
in Fig. 6.19 through Fig. 6.21, since sulfur removals of approximately 70 percent were
 
achieved independent of the coal concentratiqns. 
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(iii) The efTcct of s111wrfir11.1l ~s,s velocity 
Experirncnts and theoretical results revealed a significant effect of superficial gas 
velocity for obtaining in1proved perfom1ance.Throughout this study the operating 
velocities are expressed in. tcnns of a ratio of superficial gas velocity to the n1ini1nu111 
nu idizatlon velocity of the n1agnetite u 0 /Liy-nf 01 . n1agnetit.e as always being the host 
n 1 ate r i a 1. Th e operating v e 1 o c t tics sh o u 1 d be s l i g h t ly h i g he r t h an t h e n1 i n i n1 u n 1 
bubbling velocity.The ratio u
0
/l1n1f01 for the best perfon11ance has been observed to be 
less than 3.0 and c::ibove 1.8 in general throughout this study.Theoretical results show 
that the best velocity ratio u
0
/u
111
rn1 is the same c::ibout 2.5 for the bed depths of 3.0. and 
12.0 cn1 as seen in Figs. 6.17 and 6.18 respectively.The best operating velocity ranges 
fron1 the exp~ri1nents are shown in Fig. 6.19 through Fig.6.21 for coal to 1nagnetite 
ratio based on n1ass.It is observed that the best velocity ratio u 0 /L1mfnl is about 2.2 for 
coal to n1agnetite n1ass ratio of 0.7 as seen in Fig.6.19. and coal to n1agnetite 111ass ratio 
of 1.6 also. as seen in Fig.6.20.There appears to be a shift to about 2.0 in the best 
velocity ratio of u
0
/u
111
fnl for coal to n1agnetite mass ratio o( 5. 7 as seen in Fig.6.21. 
(iv) The effect of processing tin1e 
Processing time is considered as the tin1e of fluidization of the bed.The results 
show that the processing tin1e has a significant effect on the cleaning 
perfom1ance.Theoretical results show that the time needed to reach steady state 
cleaning perfom1ance is longer for the deeper beds.This ~ff ect can also be seen in Fig. 
6.8 through Fig. 6. 11. However. the cleaning efficiencies obtained iri processing times as 
short as 30 seconds cc::in be quite satisfactory.for the shallow beds. 
(v) Selection of·the host n1aterial (magnetite} 
Throughout this study, highly angular magnetite has been used as the host 
material.The selection of the host material is considered to· be based on the minimun1 
fluidization velocities of the host material and the coal.The minimun1 fluidizalion 
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velocities of those have to be close in order to avoid a packed top or botto111 part in tht' 
bed in the process of fluicllzatlon. However. the results show that the criterion or 
.n1atching thr n1ini111t1r11 Jluiclization velocities of rnagnrtite and coal n1ay not give the 
best cleaning efficiciency.The host with a slightly higher, n1inin1un1 Jluidization 
velocity was observed to result in an in1proved perfonnance as seen in Fig.6.22 and in 
Fig.6.23. 
(vi) An_ analysis of izovernin£! n1echanisn1s 
The analysis presented in this section provides an insight to which n1echanisn1s 
n1ay don1inate the behavior of the fluidized bed of particles under different operational 
con di lions. Su ch an c1 n a lysis of d on1i na ting n1ec h anisn1s fron1 one con cl i Uon to 
a·nother could enablf' us to predict the n1ost favorable operating conditions. 
Kozanoglu [9] presents equation (6. 1) in which ·the governing mechanisn1s of 
particle behavior are expressed separately.The .first term on the right is the settlen1ent 
tem1. whereas the second and the third terms are circulation and wake exchange tenns 
respectively. 
(6. 1) 
The paran1eters ti1ne t. and vertical distance z. can be no·n-dime_nsionalized as follows: 
t = _t._u_h 
db 
z z=-~ 
L 
Inserting the non-din1ensional paran1eters into equation (6.1). 
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\ where the fraction of the bubbles and wakes in the lJed is given by. 
8 = llo - llmf 
ubo-rwl 
the settlen1ent tern1 in equation (G.2) is. 
the circulation tem1 is, 
db J(of wubCE) 
ub(l-8) L.Jz 
the wake exchange tem1 is. 
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(6.2)" 
(6.4) 
(6.5) 
(6.6) 
Equation (6.2) can be evaluatrci at the following locations in the bed as follows: 
the scttlen1t~nt tcnn, 
i_d_b -0. 75Y] .-1 1 {[·u 8C (1- C -)] . -·(u 8C (1- C )] } l ub(1- 8) 5 L/
2 
L (l / 2) b E F, L/2 b E E llottom 
the circulation ten11, 
[ ci 
h ] . l 1 ·{· [8f. u C ] - (8f .u C -] } 
u1)l - 8) L/
2 
L (l / 2) · w b E L/2 v. b E Uottom 
the wake exchange tern1. 
-
8) L/2 
(6. 7) 
(6.8) 
(6.9) 
The following data are taken directly from the tornputer output for #-50.+80 Rushton 
coal. and #-100!+ 120 n1ap;netite Tor the three characteristic beds with the indicated 
operating paran1et"ers: 
(a) Case I 
mm::6 (mcoai/mmag= 0.70 ), L=l2 .. 0 cm, t=30 s 
At the iop: 
db=l.241 cm 
fw=0.145 
CE=0.91223 
8=0.070 
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Af illi:. bottOI11: 
db=O. 103 cn1 
fw=0.036 
CE=0.01120 (CE at the bot.ton1 can be taken as zero) 
8=0.180 
At Li£ 
dt=O 714 cm. ub=O 1882 m/ s. l\v=60. 7237 /ldtl 1 / 2 = 71.86 1 / s 
(assu111e K 1 ==0.85. l\v rcfcn-ing to Fig. 3.3) 
fw=0.097 
f s 1 ==0.0·13 CI11 
8=0.072 
Cw 1=0.408 
CE=0.80716 
Y 5==-0.038 l 
Then substituting the values into equations (6. 7). (6.8). (6.9). the tem1s. on the right 
are calculated to be as follows: 
settlen1ent tcm1. 
[
(o._072)(0.1s82)(0.8072Hl - o.8072) _ o] 
(0.714)*10-2 0.75(-0.0381) 0.12 
0.1882 (1-0.072) 1/2 
=-4.1 f* 10-5 
circulation tem1. 
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(0.714.) • 10 '2 l 
0.1882 (l·0.072) 
wake exchange tcn11. 
l ( 0. 072Ji0_._l ~~_2_)l_C_\~~)? )( 9._8C~?? l . o 0.12 
l / 2 
(0.714) • 10-2 .(0.85)(71.86)(0.072)(0.097)(0.0·13)(0.408 - 0.8072) 
0.1882( l - 0. 072) 
=-2_99• 10-1 
Then. 
= (Settlen1ent) + (Cfrcu1at ion) + (Exchange) 
(b) Case II 
mm=6 (mcoal/mmag= 0.70 ), L=3.0 cm, t=30 s 
At the top: 
db=0.353 CI11 
fw=0.059 
CE=0.95381 
8=0.118 
At the botton1: 
db=0.029 CI11 
.fw=0,024 
CE=0.02800 (CE at the botton1 can be taken as zero) 
8=0.289 
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hl L/2: 
db=0.197 cn1. "b=O ogss:1 m/s. K..v=60.7237 /[dbl l/Z = 136.81 1 /s 
(as.sume K 1 =0.85. K,_11 referring to Fi~. 3
.3) 
fw=0.045 
f s 1 =0.056cni 
8=0.136 
Cw 1=0.157 
CE=·O. 79370 
Y 5=-0.038 l 
settlen1ent tern1. 
[
(0.136)(0.0988)(0.7937)(1-0.7937) --0 'j 
{0.197)•10-2 0.75(-0.0381) 0.03 . 
0.0988 (1- 0.136) 1 / 2 
=-9.69· 10-5 
circulation tem1. 
[ 
(0.136)(0. 0988)(0. 045)(0. 7937) _ o] 
(0.197) • 10-2 1 0.03 
0.0988 ·(1-0.136) 1/2 
=7.38*10-4 
wake exchange tem1, 
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(0.197) • 10- 2.(0.85)(1:36.81)(0.136)(0.CM5)(().056)(0.157 - 0.7937) 
0. 0988( l - 0.1 ]6) 
Then. 
=(-9.69· 10-5)+(7.38* 10-'1)+(- '1.07* 10-4 ) 
= (Set tlcrnen t) + ( C ircu lzl lion) + (Exchange) 
Then fro1n (a) to (b). the variation in the settlen1ent. circulation ancl exchange 
tcrrns can be written as follows: 
The increase in sett lcnwnt tem1. 
The increase in circulation tem1, 
The increase in wake exchana;e tem1. 
By looking at the con1parison above, it can be concluded that fron1 (a) to (bl. 
settlement mechanism be_con1es more don1inant when the bed depth is decreased since 
the incren1ental factor is higher for settlement than that of circulation and wake 
exchange.That is expected to result in a strongly segregated bed. 
(c) Case m 
mm=12 fmcoal/mmag=0.10)_, L=3.0 cm, t=30 s 
At the top: 
db=0.342 cm 
fw=0.059 
CE=0.8178 
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0=0.113 
At thr bottoni: 
db=0.028 Clll 
"f w=0.02:3 
CE=0.001992 (CE at the hot ton1 can be taken as zero) 
8=0.293 
db=0.191 c111. ·ub=0.007:·r:2 n1/s. f\v~60.7237/(db)
112 = 138.95 1 /s 
(ass11111e K 1 =0. 85. !\v rcfrrring to Fi~. 3.3) 
fw=0.050 
f S l =0.049 CIIl 
0=0.140 
Cw1=0.0010 
CE=0.04258 
Y 5=-0.0381 
Then. set tlen1ent tern1. 
[
(0.140HO.o973H0.0426)(1- o.0426) _ o] 
(0.191)*10-2 0.75(-0.0381) 0.03 
. 
0.0973 (l - 0.1'10) 1 / 2 
=-2.41 * 10-5 
ci_rculation tem1; 
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(0.191)•10-2 I 
tO. l·l0)(0.09_73)(0.050)(0.0426) o] 
0.03 
0. 0973 ( 1 -- O. l •10) 1 / 2 
wake exchange tcrn1. 
(0.191) • 10-2 .(0.85)(138.95)(0.140)(0.050)(0.049)(0.001- 0.0426) 
0. 0973( 1 -- O. l ·10) 
Then. 
= (Settlement) + (C.ircuk1tion) + (Exchange) 
Then frorn (b) to (c). the variation in th.e settlement. circulation and exchange 
tem1s can be written as follows: 
The increase in sett lernrnt tem1. 
The increase in circulation tem1. 
=[(4.40* 1 o-5 )-(7 .38* 1 o-4)]/(7 .38* 10-4)= -94 °/o 
The increase in wake exchange tem1. 
Fron1 the above results. it can be concluded that from (b) to (c). all of the t~m1s 
decrease together by ahnost the san1e percent, therefore going from one condition lo 
another tnay not have a significant effect on the performance. 
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Table 6.1 Exprrirncnts with _coal: #-50.+80 Rushton. n1agneUte: #-100.+ 120. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
mass coal mm 1lo / 11in. f m t (s] 
Bed depth (cm] Experlmen t no 
mass magnetite 
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
-------------
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.10 
0.70 
0.70 
0.70 
0.70 
0.70 
0.70 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
1.60 
12 
12 
12 
12 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
6 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
1.6 
2.2 
2.5 
2.5 
1.7 
2.0 
2.5 
2.5 
3.2 
2.5 
1.25 
1.25 
1.96 
1..96 
2·.35 
60 
60 
30 
600 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
30 
3 
7 
12 
12 
.3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
12 
3 
3 
3 
3 
3 
(expertn1ent 4- i-91-20 is discarded) 
2.35 30 3 
2.90 30 3 
2-5-91-3 
2-5-91-2 
2-7-91-4 
2-8-91-5 
5-2-91-21 
4-1-91-18 
3·_ 2 7 -9 1 -"l 7 
2-8-91-6 
4-1-91-19 
2-11-91-7 
2-12-91-12 
3-25-91-13 
2-11-9.1-8 
3-26-91-14 
4-1-91-20 
5-6-91-24 
5-7-91-25 
------------------------------- .-------------- ---------------------------------------
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
mass coal mm t1ol1Ixnfm t [s] Bed depth [cm] Experiment no 
mass magnet! te ,. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ -------- -------------------------
. 
. . . 
5.70 1 1.25 30 3 2-12-91-11 
5.70 1 1_5-5 30 3 2-12-91-10 
5.70 1 L56 30 3 3-26-91-15 
S.70 l 1.96 30 3 3-26-91-16 
5.70 1 1.96 30 3 2-1 1-91-9 
5.70 1 2.35 30 3 5-3-91-22 
5.70 1 2.74 30 3 5-3-91-23 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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'!'able 6.2 Experin1ental results with coal: #-50.+80 l{ushton. 
n1agnctite: #-100,+ 120. 111111=6 (n1coal/111111 ag=0. 70). t=30 s. 
bed depth: 3 cn1. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------·-------------
-Uo/11mfm Sulfur Remov. (0/o) Ash Remov. (0/o) Exp. no. 
(at 85°/o Energy I{ecovery) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------5-2-91-21 1.7 46 43 
2.0 67 66 4-1-91-18 
2.5 70 64 2-8-91-G 
2.5 65 64 3-27-91-17 
3.2 50 45 
4-1-91-19 
-------------------------------------------------------------- .. --- ------------------
. . . . 
T'able 6.3 Experim_ental results with coal: #-50.+80 l{ushton. 
magnetite: #-100.+120. mm=3 (mcoa1/mma_g=l.6 ). t=30 s. 
bed depth: 3 cm. 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
11o/11mfm Sulfur Remov. (0/o) Ash Remov. (0/o) Exp. no. 
(at 85°/o Energy Recovery) 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
1.25 45 39 
2-12-91-12 
1.25 37 31 
3-25-91-13 
1.96 58 60 
2-11--'91-8 
1.96 65 60 
3-26-91-14 
2.35 71 70 
5-6-91-24 
2.90 69 66 
5-7-91-25 
-----------------------. -------------------- -------------------- --------------------
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T'able 6.3 :Expcri1nental results with coal: #-50.+80 H.ushton. 
n1agnctite: #-100,+120, n1n1=l (n1coa1/n1111ag=5.7 ). t=30 s. 
bed depth: 3 ·CITI .. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------- -----------
Uolllmfm Sulfur Remov. (0/o) Ash .Remov. (0/o) Exp. no. 
(at 85°/o Energy I{ecovcry) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------·-·-
1.25 33 31 2-12-91-11 
1.56 49 46 2-12-91-10 
1.56 57 S3 3-26-91-15 
1.96 65 60 2-11-91-9 
1.96 64 60 3-26-91-16 
2.35 58 53 5-3-,91-22 
2.74 68 67 5-3-91-23 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Exp. no. 
mm=l2 
2·-5-9 r-·3 
2-5-91-2 
2- 7-.91-4 
2-8-91-5 
mm=6 
5-2-91-21 
4-1-91-18 
3-27-91-17 
2-8-9-1.-6 
4-1-91- 19 
2-11-91-7 
1'ablc 6.5 Cornpt1rison of experirnental and theoretical results; 
coal: #-50.+80, n1agnetite: #-100,+ 120. 
Experimental results Theoretical results Bed depth Time 
sulfur removal ash removal sulfur removal ash removal lcml [sl 
(at 85% energy recovery) (at 85% en_ergy recovery) 
G4 6 l 68 64 3.0 60 
57 4G 45 43 7.0 60 
32 26 32 26 12.0 30 
to be rep ca t e cl 57 38 12.0 600 
46 43 34 28 3.0 30 
67 66 unstable solution 3.0 30 
65 64 67 63 3.0 30 
70 64 67 63 3.0 30 
50 45 unstable solution 3.0 30 
35 28 42 35 12.0 30 
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Table 6.6 Theoretical results with the best p~rfonncd velocities: 
coal: #-50.+80. n1agnelite: #-100.+ 120. 
brd depth: 3.0 cn1. 
mass coal Best Performance Time 
SGS 
mass mag. 
0 . .10 2.0 
0.28 1.8 
0.70 2.2 
[s) 
30 
60 
120 
30 
0.26 2.53 
0.24 
0.23 
2.43 
2.35 
0.213 2.25 
60 0.185 2.14 
120 0.185 2.14 
30 
60 
120 
0.137 1.98 
0.115 1.87 
0.099 1.87 
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Sttlf. Rem. db 
at 80°/o ER [cm) 
at. t=60 s 
0,67 0.29 
0.27 
0.71 0.34 
. ,1 
Table 6. 7 Theoretical results with lhe best perforn1ed velocities: 
coal: #-50.+80, magnetite: #-100,+120. 
bed depth: 7.0 cm. 
mass coal Be·st Performance Time 
SGS . Sulf. Rem. db 
mass mag. 
0.10 2.0 
0.28 1.8 
0.70 2.2 
[s] 
30 
60 
120 
30 
60 
0.40 
0.36 
0.32 
2.53 
2.43 
2.35 
0.284 2.55 
120 0.279 2.34 
30 0.250 2.78 
60 0.220 ·2.42 
120 0.190 2.30 
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at 800/o ER [cm] 
at t=60 s 
0.44 0.65 
0.58 
0.68 0.76 
Table G.H Theoretical results with the best perfor"rnecl velocities; 
coal: #-50.+80. n1agnetitc.: #-100.+ 120. 
bed depth: 12.0 cn1. 
mass coal Best Performance Time GE p SGS 
mass mag. 
0.10 2.0 
0.28 1.8 
0.70 2.2 
[s) 
30 
60 
120 
30 
60 
0.45 
0.42 
0.38 
-4 .4 .1 
4.05 
3.60 
120 0.317 2.95 
30 0.325 3.37 
60 0.2.76 2.77 
120 0.245 2.47 
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Sult Rem. db 
at 80°/o ER [cm] 
at t=60 s 
0.31 1.06 
0.94 
0.51 1.22 
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VII. SUMMAI{Y ANT) CONCLUSIONS 
Mechanical cleaning of irnpurities such as pyritic sulfur and ash frorn coal in a 
fluidized bed can be pcrfonnc~l very efficiently under certain operating conditions. For 
cleaning of coal fron1 its rnincral iinpurities. a fluidized bed which operates at ruon1 
ten1perature was usc~i.Crushcd conl was added on to_p of the anguiar n1agnetite particles 
and (luidized with roon1 ten1peraturc air.As a i:-esult .. the particle rnLxing and settling 
processes in the fluidized bed czin cause a separaUon between the clezin portion of co,il 
and its higher sulfur and ,1·sh containing part.In a non-homogeneous bed of particks 
with different physiczil proprrtics st1ch as size. d~nsity and shape. solic,ls hnve c1 
tendency to stratify in the vertical direction as the bubbl.es n1ove upwards.The cleaner 
portion o( the coal stays at the top of the bed. where the highly liberated i1np-:t.Irities 
n1ove to the bottorn. Th us. the pyrite and other mfr1eral contents of. the ·c.oal at the top is 
lowered. allowing a recovery of cleaner coal.The type of coal extensively studied was 
Rushton n1esh -50.+80 which has a total dry sulfur concentration of 2.53°/o. and a dry 
ash concentration of 26°/ci by weight.TI1e dry heating value is 11226 Btu /lbn1 and so2 
concentration is .4.51 lbn1/MBtu.Pyritic ~ulfur concentration constitutes to 69(% of 
total sulfur where the rest ~s sulfate sulfur and organic sulfur.Results indiczitcd that it is 
possible to remove the pyritic sulfur completely. and as high as 70°/ci of ash for energy 
i:-ecoveries less than 85°/c>. 
Settlement characteristics of angular particles. such as coal and rnagnetite were 
detem1ined. by the early experin1ents.The rat.es of particle settling were expressed as 
functions of particle density and size and rates of solids nux..ing as a function of the size 
·of the bubble rising in the bed.Those results are used together with other equations in 
literature to predict the paran1et.ers to establish a correlation:The ou (con1e of these 
experiments was fed into the theoretical model ·which was previously developed.The 
theoretical model is used to predict the particle stratification in a fluidized bed under 
certain operating conditions.Theoretical model is based on the governing n1echanisms 
in a bubbling fluidized bed and consists of a set of simultaneous differential equations 
which are solved by a computer code.The computer code was used to· investigate the 
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effect of various opcralional p,irc1n1t·tt-rs and· bed configurations on the perfom1ancc of 
-cleaning. 
The theoretical rnoclel agreed with the results frorn the coal cleaning experiinents 
that the coal cleaning efficiency is cl strong function of operating conditions and bt'cl 
configuration.For high efficiency cleaning. the shallower beds rnust be selectecl.The 
operating gas velocitites n1t1st be carefully selected in a certain range.This velocity 
range was 2. 0 to 2. 5 t irnes the n1inin1 un1 nu id iza tion velocity of the host n1a te ria I 
which was angular n1agnetite.Evrn though the n1agnetite is considered to act as a buffer 
t9 enhance segregation. the higher coal to rnagnctile ratio seen1ed to help irnprovLcl 
cleaning efficiencies in the case of deeper brds.However. higher n1ass concentrations uf 
coal did not have a significant effect on the cleaning efficiency for the shall(J\V 
beds.Cleaning perforn1ance irnprci\·es with tin1e. but processing ti1nes as short as JO 
seconds n1ay result in high perfon11ance in the case of shallow beds.The selection of 
rnagnetite size for best pcrfon1ance is considered to be based on matching the n1inin1un1 
Duidization velocities of the coztl and n1agne.tite.The .results showed that the n1agnetite 
with a minin1un1 Duidization velocity slightly higher than that of the coal should be 
selected for better perf om1ance . 
The efTect of U:ie n1agnetHe size and sphericity of n1agnetite n1ay be factors to be 
investigated in the further studies.Further studies with the lower bed qepths n1ay also 
reveal the trends in the cleaning performance.It is. also in1portant to perforn1 
experiments with different types of coals and coals which are very fine in size. 
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VIII. APPENDIX 
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APPENDIX.A Tyler Standard Screen Apertures 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
MESH SIZE APPROXIMATE 
APPROXIMATE INCHES 
MICRON SIZE Mll..LIMETERS 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
4 4760 
4.76 0.185 
6 3360 
3.36 0.131 
8 2380 
·2.38 0.093 
12 1680 
1 .. 68 0.065 
16 1190 
1.19 0.046 
20 840 
0.84 0.0328 
30 590 
0.59 0.0232 
40 420 
0.42 0.0164 
50 297 
0.29 0.0116 
60 250 
0.25 0.0097 
70 210 
0.21 0..0082 
80 177 
0.17 0.0069 
100 149 
0.14 0.0058 
140 105 
0.10 0.0041 
200 74 
0.07 0.0029 
230 62 
0.06 0.0024 
270 53 
0.05 0.0021 
325 44 
0.04 0.0017 
400 37 
0.03 0.0015 
625 20-
0.02 0.0008 
1250 10 
0.0_1 0.0004 
2500 5 
0.005 0.0002 
------------------------------------------------ ----------------------------------~-------
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APPENDIX R. u111r and umb of ·Coal and Magnetite 
1. Coal. Rushton 
Size Mean Particle Dia. t1inf (cm/s] llinf(cm/s] 'llinb [cm/s] 
[µml (previous) 
-------------------· -· -----------. ------------------------------------------------------------------
#-30,+50 
#-50,+80 
#-80,+ 140 
# 140,+325 
2. Magnetite 
450 
240 
143 
75 
6.6 
1.8 
0.5 
0.2 
5.4 
2.0 
0.7 
0.4 
7.5 
3.0 
l. l 
0.5 
. . . - ---- -------------
Size Mean Particle Dia. 11inf (cm/sl 'llmf (cm/s] 11mb [cm/s] 
[µml (previous) 
--------------------------------- ·----------------------------------------- ·------------------------
#-50,+60 274 
#-60,+70 230 
#-70,+80 196 
#-80,+ 100 165 
#-100,+120 138 
#-120,+140 116 
#-140,+200 90 
3.8 
3.5 
2.3 
1.3 
1.2 
6.6 
4.3 
3.5 
2.3 
1.5 
9.0 
5.9 
4.7 
3.2 
2.0 
--- ---------------------------------------- -------------------------------------------------------
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APPENDIX C Computer Programs 
Appendix C. l Computer Program for Calculating Sulfur and Ash 
Removals. and Energy Recoveries from Experimental Data 
PROGRAH TIME2 IEXOUTl,TAPE2=EXOUTll 
PARAMETER ln=6l 
DIMENSION coal In l ,sul fin) ,ash In l ,btul n) 
& , s u l r I n l , ash r I n l , b tu r I n l , ze 1 I n l 
tash=0.0 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 10 
C 11 
C 12 
C 13 
C 10 
C 14 
C ••.. 
tbtu=0.0 
tsul=0.0 
DO 65 i=l,n 
READIS,10) coallil 
READ15,ll l sulfl i l 
READl5,12l ashlil 
READl5,13l btulil 
READIS,14) zellil 
FORMATl//,10X,F6.2l 
FORHATl//,23X,F5.2l 
FORMATl//,36X,F5.2l 
FORMATl//,51X,F5.0l 
FORHATl/,/,11X,F5.2l 
FORHATl//,F5.3l 
COALI l l =38. 13 
COALI 2 l =42. 04 
COALI 3 )=42. 99 
COALI 4 l =33. 65 
COALI 5 )=13. 76 
COALI 6 )=0. 001 
C ••••• 
SULFlll=l.46 
SULF12l=l.Sl 
SULF13l=l.82 
SULFl4J=5.25 
SULFISl=l0.89 
SULFl6)=0.001 
C •••••• 
C •••• 
ASHl1)=12.57 
ASHl2)=13.75 
ASHl3l=2l.l7 
ASHl4)=63.32 
ASHl5)=74.47 
ASHl6)=l.000 
BTU1ll=l3444 
BTU12l=l3260 
BTU13l=ll989 
BTUl4)=4382 
BTU15)=2151 
BTUl6)=15 
c ..... . 
tsul=tsul+sulflil•coaltil 
tash=tash+ashl i)*coall il 
tbtu=tbtu+btul il*coalli) 
65 CONTINUE 
C • • • • 
·c •••• 
rsul=O. 0 
rash=0.0 
sbtu=0.0 
DO 70 i=l,n 
rsul=rsul+coal(il*sulflil 
r~sh=rash+coal(i)*ashlil 
102 
c .... 
sbtu=sbtu+coall i l•btul ii 
sulrl i )=( tsul-rsul l/tsul 
ashrli J=I tash-rashl/tash 
bturl i J=sbtu/tbtu 
70 continue 
c ... . 
c ... . 
c ... . 
c ... . 
zell l J=0.000 
z a 11 2 J ::..0 . 0 0 0 
zell 3 J=O. 000 
zell 4 J=O. 000 
zel151=0.000 
zell 6 l=l. 000 
HRITEI 2,90 l 
C 90 FORMAT I " Z/L COA'L 
90 FORMAT!" SULR 
SULF 
ASHR 
ASH .SULR 
BTUR",/l 
ASHR BTUR" ,/ l 
DO 85 i=l,n 
C HRITE I 2 ,80 l ZELi I l ,COALI I I ,SULFI I l ,ASHI I l ,SULRI I l ,ASHRI I I 
C & , B TUR I I l, K 
HRITE I 2, 75 J SULRI I l ,ASHRI I) ,BTURI I) 
75 FORHATl/,4X,31F6.3,6Xll 
C 80 FORHATl/,2X,71F6.3,3Xll 
85 CONTINUE 
END 
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Appendix C.2 Computer Program for Calculating Sulfur and Asb 
H.emovals. and Energy Recoveries Using Volumetric Coal 
Concentrations -in the Emulsion Phase from the Batch Code 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
PROGRAM TIME2 lHRK8,cout,TAPE5=HRK8,TAPE2=coutl 
PARAMETER ln=l5l 
PARAMETER lm=8l 
DIMENSION rotl 8 l, sl 15 ,8 l ,ssl 15 l ,sul 8 J ,as( 8 J ,btul 8 l 
& , cave ( n ,ml, top! ml ,denoml n l, sull n l, ash! n l, ~oa 1 l n l, sulr In l 
& , ash r l n l , b tu r l n l , s u la l n l , as ha l n l 
DO 65 I=l,n 
READ! 5, 70 l Cavel I, 11 ,cave( i, 2 I ,cave( i, 3 l ,cave! i ,4 l ,cavel i ,5 l 
& ,cave( i ,6 l ,cavel i, 7 l ,cave( i ,8 l ,kk 
do 64 jjj=l,m 
TOPI jjj J=TOPl jjj l+CAYEl I ,jjj l 
64 continue 
65 CONTINUE 
70 FORMATl8IF8.6,lxl,1X,I2,/l 
rotll l=l.15 
rotl2l=l.35 
rot13l=l.50 
rotl4J=l.70 
rotlSl=l.90 
rott6l=2.225 
rott7l=2.675 
rotl8)=3.450 
roj=S.2 
do 19 i=l,n 
overl=l.O 
over2=0.0 
sslil=l.O 
do 30 jjj=l,m 
overl=overl-cave( i,jijl 
over2=over2+cave( i,jjjl•rot(jjjl 
-30 continue 
do 31 jjj=l,m 
s( i ,jjj )=(cave( i ,jjj l•rotl jjj l l/lo~erl*roj+9ver2 l 
iflsli,jjjl .lt. Q.Ol sli,jjjl=0.0 · 
ss·( i l=ss( i l-sl i ,jjj l 
31 continue 
19 continue 
su(l)=l.12 
sul2l=l.48 
sul3l=2.05 
sul4l=2.23 
sul5l=2.31 
su(6l=2.80 
sul7l=3.74 
su(8l=38.28 
as(ll=2.64 
as(2)=9.00 
as( ·3 )=21. 99 
as(4)=42.86 
as( 5·)=56. 33 
as16l=72.65 
·asl 7 )=86 ."35 104 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
c 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
as18l=62.88 
btul 11=34.02 
btul2)=31.34 
btu(31=26.19 
btu14l=l8.24 
btul51=13.08 
btu(6l=6.83 
btul71=1.76 
btul81=5.67 
btuo=0.0 
asho=O.O 
sulo=0.0 
weight=0.0 
coalo=0.0 
HRITE12,72l 72 FORHA Tl/, 11 coa 1 sul ash sulr ashr btur sula asha i", 
&/I' II====================================·========= == === == = =" ,//) 
H=3.00 
dh=H/lS 
at=l82.41469 
do 507 i=l,n 
do 601 jjj=l,m 
btuo=btuo+at*dh*cave( i,jjjl*rot(jjjl*btuljjjl 
coalo=coalo+at*dh*cavel i,jjjl*rottjjjl · 
sulo=sulo+at*dh*cave( i,jjjl*rottjjjl*su(jjjl 
asho=asho+at*dh*cave( i,jjjl*rotljjjl*as(jjjl 
weight=weight+at*dh*caveti,jjj)*rot(jjjl · 
601 continue 
507 continue 
do 500 i=l,n 
denom( i )=0.0 
sullil=0.0 
ashli )=0.0 
do 602 jjj=l,m 
denoml i )=denom(i)+s( i,jjjl 
602 continue 
if(denom( ii .lt. 0.0000001) go to 505 
do 603 jjj=l,m 
sull i l=sull i )+su( jjj l*sl i ,jjj) 
ash( i )=ash( i )+as( jjj )*s( i ,jjj) 
603 continue 
sul(i l=sul(i)/(denom( il*lOO) 
ash{il=ash{i)/{denomli_l*lOO) 
coal( il=denom(i) 
go to 500 
505 sul(i)=O.O 
105. 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
C 
ashlil=0.0 
coa 1 I i I = 0 . 0 
500 continue 
srec=0.0 
arec=0.0 
wrec=0.0 
brec=0.0 
do 508 i=l,n 
l=n+l-i 
do 604 jjj=l,m 
srec=srec+at*dh*cave!l,jjjl*rot( jjjl*suljjjl 
arec=arec+at*dh*cavell,jjj l*rotljjjl*as(jjjl 
wrec=wrec+at*dh•cavell,jjj l*rot(jjjl 
brec=brec+at*dh*cavell,jjjl*rotljjjl*btul jjj) 
604 continue 
sulr! i l=l(sulo/weightl-(srec/weightll/tsulo/weightl 
ashr( i l=l(asho/weightl-larec/weightll/(asho/weightl 
bturl i )=brec/btuo 
sula( i )=srec/sulo 
ashal i )=arec/asho 
508 continue 
do 509 i=l,n 
wri tel 2,501 l coal( i) ,sult i l ,ash( i) ,sulrl i) ,ashr(i) ,bturl i l, 
&sulat i l,ashat i) ,i 
501 FORHATl/,8tF6.4,2Xl,1X,I2l 
5'09 continue 
END 
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APPENDIX D. Washability Analysis for Rltshton #-50,
+80 Coal 
Description: 
LEHIGH FLUI012[0 OED 
S[GREGATOH 8UN uU91089Ul 
RUSHTO~ RA~ COAL - 8 
f LO Al/ SINK OF PLUS l3 y 0 • 0 0 0 
Homo, City. PA i 5 7 4 8 
4 1 '.l · 4 7 9 · '.JO 1 1 
Certificate of Analysis P•1111,ylv
1111•• E luctoc Comp•nv 
Hon,,., C,1y l1bo1•101y 
Lub No.: 891000130 
From: fPRJ-CQOC 
S ,1 ,n p L e d : / / 
C,ross 'wt.: O.S062 ~~ 
,n m FRACTION R[PRF.S[NTING 100.00 l OF THE TOT AL SA HPL E 
GRAVITY ------------------uJR[CT----------------
-- -------------CUMULATIVE FLOAT-------------
SINK FLOAT UT X ASH 5UL FUR 
fjTLJ/LA S02/HBTU ~T X ASH SULFUR BTU/LB S.02 /HBT U 
---91\-- ------ ------ -·- ~ -- - - - - ·------ - -- ____ ,_ -- - ----- ---. --·- -------- -------- ------
-- ------
--
1 • 3 O O 31. 0 7 2. h4 1. 12 l!:143
0 1 • 4 5 31 • O 7 2 • (, 4 1 • 1 ? 154)0 
l • 4 5 
l. 3 0 0 l • 4 0 0 21.63 9. ·O 0 1 • 4
 U 1421£.i .~.OB ~2. 7 0 5.2~· 1 • 2 7 14 9 
3 2 1 • 7 0 
l. 4 0 0 le600 1 1 • 0 5 21.9\j 2.05 1 1 U 7 9 
3. ·4 6 6).76 a.15 1 ·• 4 D 14402 1 · tJ C
 .. ..) 
l .6"00 1.AOO 
~-r 4 2. Bt:.. 2.23 n 2 7 3· ~.JC) 69.92 l 1 • 2 l 1 • 4 U l :.'i O 6 ;> 2 .J 3 1.HOO 2.ooc, 4. 3 ~b. 3 '..\ :_,. 31 5 'J3 2 7. fi 0 7 q • O 5 13.73 l • ~ 2 l-3 4 2 0 2.21 
2.000 2.,150 H. 2 12 •. 65 2
. 80 3 09 9 lli.09 82- .6 7 19.H7 
1.6b 12343 2.b~ 
f.'t50 2.900 12.4f> f\6.3~ 3.
 74 79 7 93.79 ci5 .1 j 28.58 l • 9
3 lOU31 3·.s & 
2 .'JOO 4. 07 62.uH 30.20 
2 ~71 297.b7 100 .oo 30.25 ~.70 1
0429 7.lC 
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